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What s success ?
To Taugh often and to Tove much;
To win the respect of intel-Tigent
-2.

peopTe and affection

of
chil-dren;
To earn the appreciation of honest critics and endure the
betrayaT of fa-Ise f riends;
To apprecrate beauty;
To frnd the best in others;
To give of oneseLf;
To -l earre the worJ-d a bit better, whether by a heaTthy chi7d,
qarden patch or a redeemed social- situation;
To have pTayed and Taughed with enthusiasm and sung with
exa-?. tat ion ;
To know even one l-ife ,has breathed easl er because you have
7 ived .
This r.s to have succee ded
-

-I{odi f i ed f rom Ralph Wal-do Emerson
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ABSTRACT

Perceptions of Social Workers Concerning Possible Gaps in the
Discharge Planningr Process at Regional Treatment. Centers
An E>cploratory Study

Kathleen A. Goblirsch
2001

This exploratory

study examined the possible barriers

that social

workers encount.ered in both rural and urban regrional mental
health treatment cenLers.

Twent.y-Lhree social workers at four

regional treatment centers completed a quest.ionnaire that

was

used to determine perceived rol-es and decision-making processes
used by the respondents.

Social workers evaluaEed and

recommendations to improve the discharge process -

ident.if ied housingr limitations,
lists,
f

made

Socia1 workers

patient disagreement, waiting

behavior problems, and lack of community services as

actors that limi L patients

t.reatment centers.

f

rom being dischargred f rom regional

Social workers discussed the need for

cofltmunity resources to be more accessible and the need for more

housing facilities

to accept patients with difficult

Systemic changes and lmplications
workers are examined

behaviors.

of the findings for social

-
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CHAPTER

I:

INTRODUCTION

This exploratory study will

elicit

social workers'

perceptions of the process of planning for patients with chronic
mental illness
hospital,

who are being discharged from a psychiatric

and social workers ' recommendations for improvingr this

process.

Alexander et al .

(

1-

996

) states that the importance of

discharge planning with persons who have severe mental illness
has been underscored in relation

to community settingrs where patienLs will

illness

rehabilitationshifts

to linking patients with mental

As the focus of inpatient

continue their

psychiatric

care

from an emphasis on a more rapid recovery from acute

symptoms to less costly

treatment interventions,

discharge planning has become even more critical
Alexander et aI -

(

19 96

)

the role of
and recognized

.

An advance in the knowledge of Lhe psychosocial- factors that
influence recovery from psychiatric

il-lness and the barriers to

their attainment should be critical

to the efforEs to prolong

community tenure and enhance t.he quality

people with chronic mental illness
Theref ore, it

of life

experienced by

(Cohen, Gantt, & Sainz, L9971

is imperative that research cont.inues to examine

Lhe discharge planning process and the needs of psychiatric
pat ient

s

.

This chapter identifies

and discusses Lhe statement of

problem, the purpose and significance
res earch

qfues t

i ons

.

L

for the st.udy, and

Ehe

Ehe

.

SLaLement of the Problem

The obstacles to t.he discharge of patients who no longer

for hospitalization

meet Lhe criteria

is importanL Eo study so

that social workers can more effectively
transition

into cofllmunity seLLings

On a national

arrange for patients to

.

over the pasL

1evel, deinstituLional-izaLion

three decades has forced state hospitals to discharge patients
and to downsize (Fernandes, Goebert., Hishinuma, Kavanagh, Makini,
Patrick,

1-998). It has also been noEed that many patients at

staLe hospitals do not meet objective criteria

for further

hospiLalization

(Fernandes et al- . 1998 ) .

hospitalization

services for paLj-ents with chronic mental

illness,

In order to maximize

it is necessary to study the concerns that will

assist

sociar workers in the t'reat'menL and planningr of patienLs r^rith
chronic mental illness.
Cohen and Tuzman (L9921 state thaL advances in Lhe

psychopharmacological treatment of serious mental illness,
empowerment of caretakers,

and concern with the 1egal and ethical

issues have impacted the discharge planningr process.
addition,

planningr for the discharge of psychiatric

the state hospital

the

In
patients from

to the community has been an important. process
of paLients. "Continued

related to Ehe deinstitutionalization

reductions in lengEh of stay increase t.he importance of the
decision makingr that enters into t,he issues of when, how, and
where to place and treat patients " (Cohen and
306).

n

^{,

Tuzman , 1-992

,

p

.

Purpose and Significance

for the Study

The purpose of this study was to ident,ify limitations

faced

by social workers throughout the discharge process and to
increase social workers' knowledge that can improve the discharge
of patients

into the corrmunity -

IE is hopeful that creative

sol-utions can enhance the clinical

decision making process of

social workers during discharge planning and assist with the
effectiveness
patients.

of positive

outcomes of psychiatric

Lreatment of

Social workers' evaluation of discharge planning will

al-so he assessed to ohtain a better undersLanding of improvemenLs

in the delivery
hospiLalization.

of care given to patients

and families during

The sigrnif icance of the study wilI

workers and other health care professionals

of fer social

opportunities

to

reevaluate discharge planning and offer suggestions to improve
this process within regrional treaLmenL cenLers.
Increasing emphasis has been placed on discharge planning
within and outside of medical hospiEals duringr the past decade
(Bone, Fahey, Mamon, oktay, & steinwachs, 1992) -

social work has

an imporLant role in initiating

to assure that

hospital patients

referral

acLivity

receive needed post-hospital

Edwards and Hopps ( 1995 ) report the f ollowing:

services

-

'*ProcuremenL of

services often necessitates advocaLing on behalf of the patient
and famiIy both in the hospital and the community to support
patienL sel-f -deLermination, enslrre that the patient' s pref erences
are considered, and secure scarce resources" (p. t372) -

3

Research Questions

This research study elrplored the perceptions among social
workers working at regional menta1 health treatment centers
within an upper Midwest state, of the discharge planning process
with recommendations to improve this process.
research questions :

1

There are three

) What are the percepLions of social workers

about the process of discharge planning? 2) What are the
perceptions of psychiatric
barriers

social workers of the possihle

to disctrarge planning for patients being discharged from

regrional treatment centers ? 3 ) What are the reconrmendations by
social workers for improving the disctrarge planning process?

4

Chapter II:

LfTERATURE REVfEW

The review of the literaLure

psychiatric

care.

begins with the hisLory of

Findings are presented regarding discharge

planning in psychiaLric settings and medical settings.
sunmary of the literature
l-

i terature

Lastfy, a

review and gaps and limitations

in the

are pres ent.ed The History of

Arr overview of Lhe history

Ps ychiatric

of psychiatric

in this section and includes the following:
hospital-s and deinstitutionalization,
collaboration,

Care

and interventions

care is presented

Lrends in state

the social worker role,
of social workers.

Trends in sta te Hospi tal.s and Deins tr tu tionaLization
The National Mental Health Act was signed into law on July

3, 1946 and created the National fnstitute

of Mental Health

(Kazdin, €t al. 2000) .

rhe followingr iLems:

The law idenLified

1) research rel-ated to understanding the cause of psychiatric
disorders , 2l developing methods f or the prevention, diag,noses
and treatment of mental disorders,

,

and 3 ) trained personnel in

matters rel-ated to mental healt.h (Kazdin, €L aI- 2000).

During

World War If , there were many persons rej ect.ed f or military
service because of mental healt.h reasons.
treaLment. of the mentally ilI

There was al-so poor

in state hospitals

(Kazdin, et aI .

2000).
The post-Worl-d War II in the 1940s and into Lhe 1950s was

t.ime when individuals

identified

a

who served in the armed forces were

wich psychological dysfunctions and were referred. to

casework services .

Thus, clinical

social workers, psychologisLs,

5

and psychiatrists

O'Keefe,

1993 )

became involved with their

care (Wa1ker,

.

State mental- hospi tals were estahl ished througrhout the
Uniced States to provide long-term care for mentally i11 paEients
(Bachrach,

1996 )

.

The role of the state hospit.al would vary

amonq states and communities (Bachrach et aI. 1996) -

guality
isolating

Both the

of care in state hospitals

and the negative effecLs of

people in inst.itutions

resulted in pressure to red.uce

the numbers of patient.s in sLate hospital-s.
the State Auditor,

l-986) -

In addition,

psychotropic medicaLions for treating
pressured hospitals

ice of

ment.al illness

al-so

to discharge patients into the community

the process of moving severely mentally ill
and either

Auditor,

1986).

began in 1955. It is described as

Deinstitutionalization

instiLutions

Of f

Che use of more effecLive

(Minnesota Office of the State Legislature

inst.itutions,

(Minnesota

people out of state

closing part or all of those

(Torrey , L997 I .

The Community Mental Health Centers

Act of 1963 provided federal support for deinstifutionalization
by providi-ngr funds for the creation of community treaLment
(Minnesota Office of the LegislaLive Auditor,

facilities

1986).

The creation of Medicare and Medical AssisLance prog'ralns in

1965

resul- ted in a payment source f or nurs ing home and communi ty

inpatient

treatment of e1derly, disabled, and l-ow-income mentally

i1I persons (Minnesota Office of the Legislative
In addition,

Auditor,

1986).

both community mental heal[h cenLers and greneral

medical hospitals increased the number of patients accepted for
treatment because of

f

ederal reimburs ement .

6

The nirnrlcer o f

mentally ill

persons in state psychiatric

hospitals nationwide

d.ecreased from 559,000 in 1955 to 193,000 in 7975; this decrease

was due Eo shortened stays because of shortened st.ays and elderly

persons being discharged to nursing homes (Minnesota Office of
the Legislative

Auditor,

l-986)

.

The development of the community mental healLh center model

hegan in the

0's

l" 9 6

, and these centers provided individual

,

group, and pharmacotherapies along' with social- work servicesThese services were provided as interventions

to avoid inpaLient

care or to provide aftercare afEer post discharge hospitalization
(Rubin, Squire,

St.ouL

,

79 9 3

considered as alLernatives

)

. Community services were also

to institutionalization-

States also

begran to pass laws that protected persons wi th mental illness

during commitment proceedings, and g'ave Lhem righLs in relation
to involuntary hospitalization.
deinsitutinalization,

Today, due to

it is more difficult

with chronic mental- illnesses.

A large portion of the population

previously served in mental institutions
and correctional

faciliLies,

to commit patients
are found tod.ay in jails

and have difficulty

mental health services in the

communi

with obtaining

ty af ter their rel-ease

(Bachrach, 1996).
Bachrach et aI - found in 7996, approximately 77, 000 people

resided in sEate hospitals

througrhout the United StaLes - Today,

st.ate hospitals conLinue to serve patienLs who are in need of
short term and long-term treatment, as wetl as those who are
violent,

who are a danger to themsel-ves or others, and those

are unable to care for themselves.

-7

who

The SociaL Worker Role

social worker

the role of Lhe cl-inical

Traditionally,

(formerly known as psychiatric

social worker) has been based on

the medical model of assessment, diagnosis, and treaLment.

In

the past ten years, social work has become more specialized and
settings such as hospitals,

has expanded to clinical

and private

mental health clinics,
1,994t

- The role of Ehe clinical
and consultant,

clinician

corununity

ag'encies (WaIker-O'Keef e,
social worker has become one of

involving such areas as treatment

planning, discharge planning, quality

assllrance, and utilization

review (Walker-O'Keefe et aI . l-993).
In the inpatient

setting,

the primary functions

social worker are assessment and discharge

of the clinical
planning.

psychiatric

These functions distinguish

from other clinical

the clinical-

social worker

professions (Walker-O'Keefe et al. 1993) .

The assessment Component, which consisLs of biological,

psychological,

and social information,

provides the clinical

social worker with information to evaluaLe the paLient. The
assessmenL is used to determine the individual
def icits

and t.o identify

planning or disposition

strengLhs and

appropriate inLerventions.

Dischargre

planning is carried out through the

implementation of the treatment plan and is ongoing.

The focus

on discharge planning increases during the termination stagre of
hospitalization

.

Farley (1994) discusses organizational- transitions
patient psychiatric
Farl ey ' s

s

social workers have experienced.

that inDuringr

tudy , 2':. in-pat, i ent psychiatri c soc ia1 workers were

t)

(1

interviewed.

Both short-term and long-term hospitalization

changed from the perspectives of social workers.

Social workers

described their work as being more short-term including
education, cognitive rehabilitation,

and direcE problem-solving

techniq-ues. The long-Lerm approaches previously used were
observation, int.erpretation,

and behavior modification.

Social

workers described less time avail-able to est.abl-ish relat.ionships
with patients and family members. Consul-tation wirh physicians
had Eo be done earlier

and faster because of more contacLs

needing to be made out.side of team meetings - Conflicts wiLhin
the multidisciplin'ary

team arose because of confusion about. the

role of the social worker and various power struggles between
professionals.

Overall,

the multidisciplinary
coordination.
and families

the involvement of the social worker in

team was characterized by cooperation and

Social workers who conducted therapy with patient,s
fel-t frustrated

because psychiatrists

more family evaluation and Lherapy.

fn addition,

had taken over
social workers

believed thaE the short-Lerm hospiral stay for patients
challenged their diagnostic skilts.

To cope with these changes,

social workers have implemenLed institutional
participated

in professional

activiLies

changes and have

to influence the health

care del ivery sys t.em .
Manag'ed care and reduced health care benefit.s have forced

hospitals

to reduce sLaff, shorten lengths of stay for paLients,

and restricted

communit.y resources (Nason, 1990) -

finances have changred and limited

These reduced

the functions of clinical

social workers in psychiaLric inpatienL settings.

9

Patient's

health care needs have increased as available

financial

resources

to service Lheir needs have decreased (Walker-O'Keefe et al

.

)

Col-l-aborat ion

DeChillo

(

1993

) sLudied collaboraLion between social workers

and families of patients with mental ill-ness and reported similar
Fourteen social workers assigned to an inpatient

findings.

psychiaLric unit of a private

teachingr hospital were chosen as

Family members workingr wifh assiErned social workers on

subjecLs.

t.he unit. were also sampled- LikerE-tlpe

questionnaire disLributed

a

to family members, and interviews were

conducLed with Ehe social- workers.

The study involved L02 adult

and the family members of patients consisting of

patients,
parents ,

scales were used on

s

ihl ingrs , spouses , chi ldren, and relatives .

For each

case, both the social worker and Lhe family member rated the
components of col-laboration -

Collaboration

was def ined as the

degree Lo which the family and worker worked together, and the
degree of perceived reciprocity
relaLionship.

in t.he family-social

For example, the practitioner's

family involvement. in Lhe patienL's

worker

attitude

Loward

treatment resulted in high

col laborat.ion in working wi th f ami l ies of patients with severe
menLal illness.

DeChillo (1993) concluded that Lhe g'reater nunrber of inperson meeLings with the social worker and the family,
the degree of coll-ahorat ion.
was identified

the higrher

A higher deg'ree of collaboration

for cases where the famiIy and worker identified

at least one mutual goal and where goals were mutually definedThe mutual goals included assessment, discharge planning, patient

10

functioning,

family functioning,

education and information,

and

fami1y involvement in Lreatment.. A lower leve1 of collahoration
was found in cases where the family respondent was critical

of

the social- worker's ski11s, techniClf€, and attitude.
Interven t:. ons

Social- Workers

Chung, Murphy, and Pardeck (1995) studied 43 adult.

psychiaLric patienLs who received psychiat,ric inpatient
at an Adult Unit and a Women's Unit.

services

A telephone slrrvey

was

conducted with former patienLs who terminated treatment early,

with questions perLaining to treaLment planning during their
hospital stay-

The results

indicated that financial

considerations of patienLs were not a factor in treaEment
t.ermination, and thaL f amil ies supported early Lermination of
treaLment t

Sixty- f our percent

o

f respondents believed that t.heir

reatment plan was not adeq'uaEe1y explained to them. The

findings suggested Ehat clients

noL having input into their

treatment. resulted in their dropping out of treatment early.

The

findings sugrgest the importance of involvingr client.s in the total
treatment process.
Cohen and Tuzman (1992) discuss discharge planning as taking

place wi thin an org'ani zaLional
krospital has different
meet paLients'

specific

to the psychiatric
f ocuses

s

truc Lure , and sugges t that each

resources and organization of services to
needs. Following the patient's

facility,

early intervention

on t.he expectation of discharge.

engages the patient

admission

with the patient

The social r,rrorker

and family in the short-Lerm treatment plan

leading to discharge.

The degree of involvement by the family

L1

AugsbUfo Collcnp

l_ifrrp nr

varies.

The social worker considers the patient's

understanding of the patienL's

status and Lhe family's

illness.

inctuding treaLmenL and past functioning are

Past history,

The patient's

explored by the social worker.
attitudes

emotional

and family's

and events leading up to the

about hospitalization

assisL the social worker with anLicipating

hospitalization

planning problems.
Cohen and Tuzman et a1- (1992) reporL that the timing of the
soc

ial worker ' s invol-vemenL wi th the patient should ref lect the

patient's

and the f amily's understanding

ernoLional availability

t.reat.ment, and diagnoses.

of the illness,

education to families during the patient's

Providing psychohospital

sLay also

assists with discharge planning and can make it a more meaningful
e><perience for Lhem. The social worker needs to review groals of

Lhe family and patient with Lhem so expectations between both
parties can be achieved.
before hospit,alization

to achieve goals

The patrient.'s ability

is compared with his or her ability

to

do

so durinq the present hospitalization.
Cohen and Tuzman et al .

time constraint

s

(

19

9

) al-so state that resources

2

, and changies in the patient's

functioning

af f ect the dischargre plans of Ehe social worker.

,

may

Communication

with the Lreatment team regarding the patient and fami1y
functioning

is an on-groingr process,

resource utilization

for the patient's

and availability

also Lhe tasks of the social worker functional

Gatheringf informat.ion ori

Financial,

needs are

vocational,

and

by the social rnrorker to

assessments are iniriated

formulate a better understandingr of the patient's

L2

needs, which is

provided t.o the treatment team f or Lheir reaction and input.
Discharge Planning in Medical Settings
The following section includes literature
related to discharge planningr at psychiatric
hospitals -

abouL factors

units within medical

IL is assumed that these factors may assisL social

workers with dischargie planning within regional treaLment
centers .
Factors DeJayr ng Discharge
Bil-sker, KeIly, Raboud, and Watson
following

three factors:

potential

(

1998

opportunities

be discharged sooner than usua1, identification
identified,

for patients

hospital.

psychiatric

The data collection
St.af

f participaLing

Lo

of delays, and if

what factors are responsible for delays.

took place on an in-patient

census.

) studied the

The study

unit in a medical

method was a cross-sectional

1-day

in the writLen survey were primary

care nurses, medical docLors, social workers, or team members
were responsibl-e f or patients

in their care.

who

Bilsker et a} .

(1998) indicated that the Discharge Readiness Survey was used Lo
measure readiness for discharge of longr-term stay psychiatric

population.
staff

The Brief Psychiatric

Rating Scal-e was revised for

and used to measure symptomaLology. Open-ended questions

asked the reasons for delays in discharge for all patients
were ready for discharge.
patients were surveyed.

who

Three hundred and twenty-seven
The resulLs indicaEed that 42"t of the

patienLs were ready for discharge aL the time the assessment
completed.

was

Thirty-seven of those patienLs who were ready, were

discharged within 2 weeks. The most freguent reasons IimiEing
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discharge for aII paLients included: ongoing medication
monitorinq and behavior stabilizaEion,

followed by delays in

discharge planning, followed by lack of community resources.
Delayed paLients were more 1ike1y in need of

supervision/placement,

needing services, being placed on waitingr

Iis Ls f or placement , and having a diagrnoses of schi zophrenia
Delayed pat ient.s al so displayed active

hallucinat.ions,

disorgranization,

symtr:toms

'

, such as

and disorientation.

Cohen, Gant.t, and Sainz (1999) studied discharge planning at

psychiatric

units in a medical hospital

setting"

The study

ident i f ied impedirnents delaying the discharge plarining ef f ort
This study was conducted with 494 patient admissions with a
age of 49 years.

admitted to adult inpatient

social workers for all patients
units.

FacEors on the inventory

behaviors such as substance abuse, history of

non-compliance with treatment recommendations, marital

violence,
status,

mean

The Mount Sinai Discharge Planning Inventory

was completed by psychiaLric

included high-risk

.

family availability,

eLc.

Resources that patients had

upon admission were recorded at baseline.

included housing, daily activities,

These resources

and psychiatric

treatment.

On the seventh day of admission, dr optimal discharge plan was

recorded for patients
they could

f

and they were rated as to wheLher or not

ollow through with the resotlrce p1ans.

Upon

discharge, the raEer indicated t.he actual resources obtained for
the paLienL and indicated whether the plan met the patient's
needs. This process provides an opportunity

to provide an

optimal discharge plan by observing proqress beEween the plan
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from early hospitalization
Overall,

34%

until

discharge.

of the patients had a satisfactory

beLween the resource categrories of daily

activities,

*fit"
housingr

resources, and psychiatrj-c treatment - Young'er patients had more
impediments to discharge in daily activities
Overa11, Cohen et al .

(

1999

than older patients.

) reported thaL patients with

hisEories of drug abuse, homj-cidal behavior, noncompl-iance with
t.reatment recommendations , noncompl iance wi th medications , and
history

of violence were more likely

to have impedimenLs to

achieving Lhe resources needed at the time of discharge.
significant

correlation

a

A

was found. between needing a housing

resource and t.he need f or psychia.tric services aL discharge

-

Here, the ret.urn of patients to the hospi ta1 occurred within
ninety days of discharge.

The success of discharge planning

varied with the resource categories LhaL needed to be
strengthened

-

Discharge Planningr in Psychiatric
The

f ac t.ors

st.ate psychiatric
Fact.ors Delaying

SetLings

associated with delays of discharge planningr in
hospitals are presented in this section.
Di s charge

Lonigan and Muzekari (1999) completed a study identifyinqr
factors that may prevent the discharge of psychiatric
the hospital,

and may result

patienLs from

in the paLient being implacable.

sample included 28 chronically
whose average age was 36 years.

The

mentally i11 st.aLe hospital patients
A mental health professional at a

community mental health center and a treat,ment team at a state

hospital- recommended placement based on an evaluat.ion of each
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PlacemenL recommendations corrsisted of a range from the

patient.

care to the most intensive care.

least intrusive

placements included independent living,

The non-intensive

with

independent living

intensive case manaqement, f amily care, supervised apart.ments, or
residential

a

The intensive placemenLs included fosLer

care facility.

care, group home with 24-hour sLrpervision, nursingT home, resident.ial
services, or continued hospital

treatment.

Lonigan and Muzekari (1999) assigned an inpaEient assessment
inventory for state hospital
paLient's

skills,

skill-s,

attention

self-care,

mobiIiLy,

psychological .sel-f -maintenance, social

and memory characteristics,

verbal coillmunicaLion

and over-a11 functioningr.

Placement reconrmendations made by the hospital
community menEal health center staff

hospital

tLre

sympEomatol-ogy, motor behavior, substance abuse

process, psychiaLric
history,

in the following areas:

functioning

community Iiving

to assist them in assessing

staff

staff and the

concluded that 86t of the

sLaff were in agrreement with community mental healt.h

center staff

about' whether a paLient could be dischargred (Lonigan

and Muzekari, 1999) .

In a third of the cases, the two caLegories

of prof essionals agrreed on the t.ype of placement recommended. In
almost three out of four cases, corununity center professional
recommended a higrher level

staff.

The findings suggest thatr factors leading to placement

recommendations by hospital

critical

of services than did the hospital

in idenEifying

for patients .

staff

may not identify

factors most

appropriateness of community placement

The community mental health center professionals'

views may refl-ect a more thorough assessmenL of the paLient
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across more categrories.

These results

suggest the need

develop ratingr scales (to assess patienLs'
reflecL the range of skills

of daily living

The

paLients acquire or mainLain

that increase [he likelihood

placement into residential

that

functioning)

necessary for community living.

resulLs suggest thaL institutional
skills

Eo

of Lheir

care facilities.

Fernandes, Goebert. , Hishinuma, Kavanagh, Makini-, and Patrick
(1998) discussed the following
at a staLe hospital:

topics in a study they conducted

discharge planning, clients who met the

need f or cont.inued hospitalizaLion,
patients at a state hospital.
days to a few years -

and the length of stay of

Length of stays range from a few

T14re of commitmenL included volunLary,

involunLary, and penal commitment. Medical records for one
hundred sixEy-Lhree patients were used to obtain demogrraphic data
and psychiatric

diagnoses .

The mean age was 44 .4 years

.

Thirteen psychiatrist.s

were interwiewed and asked the following

question, "Clinically,

does Lhis patient need hospiLalizaLion

now?

ff Lhe response was flo, then the following question

"

asked, "If

was

there were no obstacles, would you discharge him/her?"

Fernandes eE al-

(1998

)

f

ound the most cofirmon obsLacle Lo

dischargre for patienLs not needing hospitalizaLion

was the legra}

status/commitment with a rate of 64.3%. This percenLage
describes the high ntunlcer of penal patients admitted through the
criminal

justice

other criLeria,

system to this state hospital.

fE appears that

such as social control were considered with

decision making raLher than the mental health status of paEients,
in the process of admittance and conditj-onal release from the

L1

The second and third most frequent obstacles were "no

hospital.

appropriaLe outside facility"

(19 -42) and '*patient refusing

discharge" (1-8.4%) (p. 564) .
Of these 163 patients,

twenty-four patients had stays at the

hospital of less than 3 months, 34 stayed aL the hospital greater
than 3 months but less than 12 months, and 105 were hospitalized
for greater than LZ months.
Of the 17 d.iagnoses, one comparison was signif icant, with
the prevalence of medical disorders among' patients who did not
(16.7%) was higher than for those paLients

need hospiLalization

at (4.88) .

who did need hospitalization

included diahetes, brain injury,
obstructive

The medical disorders

hypertension, chronic

pulmonary disease, and seizure disorders.

In relation

Lo length of sLay for patients who met the

continue stay criteria,

40%

were in this category, who continued

to be symptomatic, dang'erous, treatment resistant,

and/or needing

continued sLructure.
C1ark and Travis (1994) discussed the cohort
characterisEic.s,
geriatric

of

af ter care needs, and discharge destinations

paLients at a psychiatric

hospital.

The sample

consisted of all admissions to the GeriaLric Admission Unit of
270-bed. state psychiatric

until

geriatric

patients

percent of patients

Each patient was followed

hospital.

the time of discharge.

a

The final

sample consisted of

ages 57 to 91 years old.

94

Seventy-seven

experienced hehavior problems during'their

stay with assault behavior being the most frequent.

Ninety-nine

percent of the sample experienced between one and three

t_B

psychiaLric symptoms during their hospitalization.
another institution

t.o

such as a nursingr home was the prevalent

discharge destination,
hospitalization

A return

an increase of

39?

.

Thus, psychiaLric

did not have an adverse effect on the placement

recommendations for patients.

The study concluded that there was

a need for multiple after-care

services for geriatric

especially

case management services, both in the community and in

institutional
grow

persons,

ds the geriatric

settings,

population continues

t.o

-

Sr-rmmary

o

f the Li terature Review

The previous literature

indicates thaL after

deins t.i tutional i zat ion, there has been a shi f t

hospitalization

f rom

to community care for paLients.

In the year

1963, Lhere was an increase in funding for aftercare services and
resident.ial

facilities,

t.o assist in servingr mentally i11

patienLs within the community.
Hospitals are pressured with stricter
resulLing in shorEer hospital

insurance regulations,

sEays for patients.

The uses of new

psychotropic medications have shortened the treatment process for
patienLs, result.ing in shorter hospital
result,

less time spent is available

stays for paLients.

As

for social workers in

planning for patient placements.
The role of the social worker in the psychiatric

has become more specialized,

hospital

focusingr on the assessment of

paLient.s and discharge planning during the treatment process of
patients -

Collaboration between the social worker and the

patient and family was emphasized with during the treatment

L9

a

The timing and degree of involvement between the social

process.

worker and patient was al-so an important

f

actor in assist ing

patients with the discharqe process.
discharge planning varied amonq psychiatric

FacEors limiting

units and state hospital

included lack of appropriate living

found within medical settings
arrangements, waiting 1ists,
cha.ngre

in the patient's

The facLors id.entified
planning in psychiatric

The delays mosL commonly

settings.

behavior among patients,

violent

and

level of functioning.
as limiting

social workers with discharge

state hospiLals included lack of housing

and paLienL refusing discharge.

facilities

Gaps and LimiLations

The literaLure

in the LiteraLure

review lacked empirical research to determine

which methods of d.ischarge planning are most ef f ect ive.

The

previous research has indicated ways to reduce health care costs
in hospital

settings.

Studies about patient saLisfaction

reflected

physician care and discharge planning in medical

hospitals

as opposed to psychiatric

hospital

have

seLtings.

The l- i terature also revealed thaL there was a lack of
to predict discharge difficulties

ability

reliably.

research is recoflrmended in comparing'psychiatric
hospital

Further

patients whose

discharges are delayed, and those who have noL had

excessive hospit.al stays, to determine what common factors may be
identified

in both groups.

Continued research is recommended in

evaluating social workers' early inLervenLions with patienLs
regrarding discharge planning
The literature

-

also indicated a lack of clarity

20

in

describing the act ivities

social workers performed when working

with patients with chronic mental illness
planning.

Many articles

duringr discharge

have been published about the roles and

functions of the discharge planning process.

Additional research

is recommended to evaluate t.he ef fectiveness of social workers'
roles and t.asks in working with patients about the discharge
planning.

This would assist social workers with the treaEment

process of patients while they are hospitalized.
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Chapter III:

THEORETICAL AI'ID CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The concept.ual framework used in Chapter three is the Family
Each theory will

Systems Theory and the Ecological Perspective.

he presented as it relates to patients in hospital settings and
assists social workers wich arrangingr for post-hospital
Fami

7y

care.

S:rs tems Theory

Family SysLem's Theory was founded by Ludwig Von
who underst,ood this theory as a syst,em with complex

Bertalanffy,

component parts,
(Arrdrae

,

Lg 9 5 )

with interacting

The system is viewed as holistic

.

of behaviors between people.

the reciprocity
Bertalanaffy

described the living

sysLem, a.t all

elements that form an entity
and , involves

Ludwig Von

organism as an organized

levels of an organization.

Qualls and Smyer (1999) describe systems trhat meet members'
needs are considered functional

and Lhose Lhat inhibit

one or

some members from meetingr needs are considered prohlematic.

The

social worker continues to be constrained by the rules and
reg,ulations of Lhe hospital- setting that can influence the Lasks
social workers can provide in discharge planning.
Barker

( l- 9 9

9

) describes systems theory as :

Lhat emphasize reciprocal
constituLe a whole.
relationships

relationships

477 I

between the elements that

These concepts also emphasize the

among individuals,

groups, organizaLions, or

communities and mutually influencing

(p.

'*Those concepts

factors in the environment"

_

Franco, Kane, & Potthoff

(1997) identify

a1

z! z)

systems analysis as

a classical

structural

planning process.
problem exists;

framework for studying the discharge

The phases include:

(1) identifyinq

thaL

{2} formulating the problem and clarifying

(3) generaLing and evaluating alternatives;
preferred alLernative;

a

goal-s;

(4) choosing the

(5) implementing the choice; and (6)

moniLoring this choice.
Andreae

(

1996

) describes the systems theory as f ollows :

elaboraLe properties,
characteristic
particular
' f orces

principles,

and laws thaL are

of 'systems' in greneral, irrespective

kind, Lhe nature of their

' beLween them"

Andreae et aI.

(p

-

6

02

)

*'as

of their

elemenLs, and relaEions or

.

(1996) describes systems theory as providing

social work pract.it.ioners with a conceptual framework that shifts
attention

away from the cause-and-effect relationship

between

paired variables to a person/ si tuation as an interrelated.
The client" is seen as a part of the interrelated

situations

of the client

element contributing

whol-e

.

parts, and

are seen as part of a whole, with each

to cause and effect -

IL is important that

the interacLions beEween the social worker and the cl-ient be
ident.ified.

In addition,

Lhe social worker needs to be aware of

the social and physical system of the client
cl-ient's

so that the groals of

discharge plans can be met -

Andreae et aI.

(1996) believes that a systems approach to

the provision of social work services in health sett.ings can be
utilized

in understanding the role of the social worker.

v.rithin Lhis theoretical

It is

framework that outside forces in the

health set.t ing inf luences both the social worker and the patient

1't

ZJJ

.

Andreae asserLs that it is i-mportanL to recognrze

fn addition,

Lhe ahi l ity of both the social worker and pat.ient to inf l-uence

the system- Dischargre planningr wiIl be studied by identification
of ohstacfes that can hinder effective

discharge planning in

regional treatmenE centers.
inEeract with their

The sLudies of how individuals

environment , and met.hods used in appl ication

to

problems in

today's society is a continued area of researchAndreae et aI .

(

1-996 )

According to

, it is within sysLem's theory that by

organizing valuable insights

of the past and present, a holistic

conception of complex adaptive systems can be viewed in terms of
information and communication structured for self-regulation

and

self-direction.
The complex environmenL and its rel-ationship to human

functioning

are one of the major contribuEions of sysLems theory.
settings are exposed to the health

Social workers in hospital

care system, and they are believed to be efficient
knowledgeable in working with clients,

discharge planning.

and

especially during

Feedback is a property of the systems theory

and is described by Andrae et aI.

(1996) as the gathering of

information of persons and definingr how they are doing.
Eco

7

ogi cal Perspective

*'The ecologrical perspective points Lo theoreLical

systems

that provide a useful understanding of human beings and their
environments" (Germain and Bloom, 1999, p.

l-0 )

.

Social ecologry

is described as a view of people and environment.s, which can be
understood in the context of iUs relationship
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with each other.

Exchanges beLween people and environments can influence and
sometimes change each other-

intellectual,

physiological,

The biological,

ernotional , social , cultural,

and physical

environmental knowledgre makes up the theoretical

framework of the

social ecological- perspecLive.
Germain et dl.,

(1999) state the basic concepts of the

social ecological perspective from Ehe perspective of Lhe
individual

that are:

1) person: environmenl fit,

2) life

course

development, and 3) functioning under stress and challenge.
Barker et a1. (1999) describes the important concepts of
this perspective as adaptation, transactions,

and g'oodness of f it

between people and. Eheir environmenLs. The ecologrical

perspective is concerned with consequences of actions and how to
help modify changes. Here, the practiLioner
inLeracLing reciprocally

sees the patient as

with the environmenl.

Environmental

factors may include family adjustment, housing, facility
placemenL , cultural , and etLrnic issues to name a f ew.

IE

is

within the contexL of the social worker discharging the paEient
from the hospital

to the community t.hat environmenLal issues are

assessed for the patient. so placement needs can be evaluated.

Chapter IV:

METHODOLOGY

The methodology provides a framework in which the research

of the following sections will

was conducted. A description

be

outlined and eru:lained: restaLement of research questions,
research design, key concepts and terms, sLudy populaLion,
sampling criteria,

data collection,

measurement and classification

protection

measurement error,

of variables,

1eveI of

data collection,

of human subjects, and data analysis.
RestaLemenL of Research QuesLions

The proposed study attempted to answer the following

questions:

1) What are the perceptions of social workers about

the process of discharge planning? 2l What are the perceptions of
psychiatric

social workers of the possible barriers

to discharge

planning for paLients being discharged from regrional treatment
centers ?

3

)

IiVhaL

are t.he recommendations by social workers f or

improvingr the discharge planning process? These quesLions will

be answered within the existing

framework of the discharqe

planning process.
Research Design

This cross-sectional- e>q>Ioratory st.udy was

des

igned to study

the perceptions held by social workers about the factors thaL
hinder planning for paLients being discharged from psychiatric
hospitals,

and to identify

for improving this process.
cross-sectional

t.he recommendations by social workers

Rubin & Babbie (1997) describe

a

study as understanding a causal process ttrat

occurs over time with conclusions based on observaLions made at
only one time.

tb

The research instrumenE used was a survey questionnaire with

thirty-five

questions.

Data was collected

employed at five urban and rural

Upper Midwestern state.
and guantitative

from social- workers

regional- Lreatment centers in an

The survey contained both qualitative

questions to obtain daLa for analysis.

Open-

ended quest.ions were used to obtain comprehensive perspectives of

social workers about discharge planning.

Closed ended quesLions

were used to obtain precise and objective

indicators.

Key Concepts and Terms
The key concept.s and terms are explained to further

understand the research study.
ChronicaTTy

variety

.rnen

taJJy i17 :

(l- 9 9l- )

,

a

have been proposed, and, dlthough the

of definitions

definitions

According to Bachrach

are by no means uniform Ehey qrenerally focus on three

essential elements : diaqnosis , duraLion, and disability.

Persons

with chronic ment.al il-l-ness are widely understood to be persons
who have been diagnosed wiCh major mental disorders,

Iikely
life

for long periods, perhaps for

to endure those disabilities
and have severe disabilities

psychiatric

illnesses

who are

resulting

from their

.

CoTl-aboration: Col-laborat ion is a corollary
and involves facilitating

of assessment

the understanding of the patient and

family by conveying psychosocial information and ius implications
to other health providers so that immediate or follow-up plans
are adjusted accordingly
considered a reciprocal

(Edwards and Hopps, L991) -

It is

process between Lhe family and the social

worker (Dechil1o, l-993) .

2l

Discharge PTanning: Discharge planning includes a broad
range of acEivities

Lhat are directed toward returningr the

patient home or transferring
(Edwards and Hopps, 1995) .

the patient to another facility
associated

Social work activities

with discharge planning are assessment, emotional and educational
counseling with paLient. and family, coordination of services such
as home care, ohtaining equipment , and negtoEiating wi th insurance
companies to adjust benefits

& Hopps, L995)

to the needs of the patient

(Edwards

.

Environment: All the inf l-uences, conditions,

and naLural

surroundingrs that af f ec t the growth and development of

1

iving

things (Barker, 7999) .
Housing: Any shelEer, lodg:ing, or dwel-lingr place used by
humans
Pl-acemen

E

:

The ass igrnmenE to or location

o

f an individual

in a setting that is suit.able to achieve a specific
(Barker, L995)

.

.Referra-Z activity:

patients

purpose

and families

fnstrr.nrent.al linkage activity

to assisE

in getLing Lhe community resources they

need for their social*environmental
(Cowl"es & LefcowiLz, 1,992)

and emotional- problems

-

Eesources: Any exisLing service or commodity that. can be
called on Lo help takes care of a need. A primary skill
social workers is their

ability

of

to know of and use the existing

resources of a communiey that can help their

clienLs (Barker,

1999).

RoLe: A culturally

determined pattern of hehavior Lhat is

?Q

prescribed for an individual
(Barker, 1999)

who occupies a specific

status

.

Treatment:

Correcting or all-eviating

disease or

a disorfler,

prohlem (Barker, 1e9e).
Study Population
The participants

of this research study were social workers

employed aL f our regional treatment centers in an Upper Iulidwes t

state that currently provide direcL social work services to
paLients wifh severe and persist.ent mental iIlness.
social workers were identified
of their

maj

fn-patient

as t.he populaEion of study because

or rol-e t.hey play in regrional treatment centers of

preparing and implementing discharge p]ans.
workers were identified

as potential
SaJnpl

ThirLy-nine social

subjects for the study.

i_ng Cr i teri a

A single unit of analysis was used by obtaining a list

of

dischargre planners at four regional Lreatment centers in bot.h

rural and urban set t.ings .

The researcher received assistance

from a chairperson of a research committee at a regional
treatment center who assist.ed with obtaining a list
work addresses of social workers currently
f

aci lity.

The list

of

employed at each

of narnes was comprised of in-patient

workers workingr directly

n6r"mes and

social

with patienEs on Lreatment units within

regional t.reatment centers.
Data Collection
A questionnaire provided a method of collecting

data by

asking respondents 35 open-ended and closed-ended qpestions
developed by the researcher.

IL was mailed to sociaL workers

?o

employed at state mental health regional Ereatment centers.

The

questionnaire was designed usi-ng information and issues
discovered Lhrough the review of the literature

- The

questionnaire was divided into f ive sections which are:
Characteristics
planning,

3

1- )

of caseload, 2) Factors related to dischargre

) Decision making 4) Evaluat ion, and 5 ) Demog'raphic

information.
Measurement Error

Rubin & Babbie (199?) define systemic error as information
that we col-l-ecL reflecting

a false picture of E.he concept we seek

to measure, either because of the way we collecL the data or the
dlmamics of those providing the data .

Systemat ic error was

atLempted to be conLrolled by avoiding bias in Ehe construction
The questionnaire was composed in a way Lhat

of the questions.

does not predispose responden 5s to answer

qtuesL

ions the way that

the researcher wanted Lhem to.
Random error
cons is

is defined as a measurement error t.hat has no

Eent pattern

o

f ef f ec t.s and that reduces the rel iabi t ity of

measurement Rubin & Babbie et al.

(1997) Random error will

aLtempt to be avoided by utilizing

words on Lhe quesLionnaire,

which respondents will

understand.

The questionnaire will

not be

lengrEhy so respondents coul-d s tay f ocused on answering the

questions

-

Reliability

was controlled

questionnaire questions familiar
al-l respond.enLs will

by carefully

using on the

to respondents.

In addition,

be given the same questionnaire.

survey pre-tested by two

MSW

socj-aI work supervisors at

30

Havingr the
a

regional treatment center controlled
The pre-test

validity.

both reliability

and

deEermined dif f icul-t,ies that people may

of had with completing the questionnaire and they offered
sug'gestions to the researcher.

This pre-tesE assisted Lhe

researcher in determining if Lhe questions reflected

the true

meaning that the researcher was anticipating.

Level of Measurement and Classification

of Variables

The questionnaire contained both nominal and ordinal leve1s

of measurement. Nominal levels of measurement included qluestions
with answers that were mutually exclusive and exhausLive.
Response caLegories were mutually exclusive which means that the

respondent should not f eel pressured into sel-ec ting more than one
answer. Response caLeg'ories were exhaustive with a1l- responses
for each question.

listed

Questions were designed to he clear

and concise with no double-barreled questions.
Ordinal 1evels of measurement consisted of questions with
answers that were rank ordered on the surveyt14:e scale quesLions were used with ordinal

Several Likert-

response categories.

ConEingrency qlrestions were also chosen to assist

in answeringl quesLions
Sorne

the respondenLs

.

of the demographic information

included on Ehe survey

was gend.er, highest level of education achj-eved, and nurnlcer of

years employed in the mental health field,
licensure.

and 1evel of

OEher areas covered on the questionnaire were t1q>e of

work unit employed dL, diagnosis of patient caseload, treatment
planning involvement, characteristics
patient

delaying patient discharge,

involvement in discharge planninq, and factors that
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contri-bute to effective
treatment. centers

discharge planningr wichin regrional

.

Data Collect.ion
A quesLionnaire and cover letter

were mailed to potential

current. place of employment. No direct

respondents at their

contact. was made between the researcher and Lhe respondents.
cover letter

explained to part.icipants

consent information,
survey.

and instrucLions

The

the purpose of the sEudy,
on how to complete the

A stamped, seff-addressed envelope was also provided

with the questionnaire for each respondent fo return the
questionnaire to the researcher within two weeks. A follow-up
post card was also mailed to each respondent by the researcher to
remind him/her to complete the stlrvey wiuhin two weeks.
be made available

The resulLs of Lhe sLudy will

respondent, Medical Director,
facility

to each

and Social Service DirecLor of each

that consented to participate

in Lhe study.

Protection of Human SubjecEs
Sub j ec

ts part i c ipaL ingr in thi s res earch s tudy were pro t ec t.ed

as indlcated by the followinq procedures.
was approved by three relevanL Ins titutional-

ensure protection

This research study
Review Boards Lo

of human subjects.

A cover letter

and a consent form were mailed to respondent.s

with the questionnaire

(Appendixes A-1, A-2 , & A-3 ) .

leEter and the consent form indicated that participation

The cover
was

voluntary and that. there would be no negative conseqluences for
participating.

Respondents were informed that they could choose

not to respond to any item of the survey without. jeopardizing
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t.heir inclusion

in the study.

Participants

whether or not they participated

were inf ormed that

in the study would not affect

current or future relaLions with Augsburg Collegre or t.heir
current employer- In addition,

participants

were informed that

no rewards or inducements were offered for parLicipating
study.

in the

The reLurn of the questionnaire to a mailbox assiqned to

the researcher indicaLed that the subject agreed to consent to
participate

in the study.

Respondents were given instructions

on the questionnaire and

on the consent f orm to not wri Le the narne of their current
employer or any other ident.ifyingr information on the materials
was maintained in several ways.

sent to them. Confidentiality

Al l returned ques t.ionnaires were kept privat.e and only aqg:regaLe

inf ormat.ion was reported.

The raw data wi 11 be destroyed upon

completion of the research study.
Anonymity was ensured in several ways- First,

were informed that they would not be identifiable
they qave on the questionnaire.

Instructions

respondents

by the answers

on the guestionna.ire

indicated that the name of the respondent., the name of the
employer, oE any other identifyingr
written

information should not he

on any of Ehe research materials.

Second, respondents

were also informed that the researcher is Lhe only person who has
access to the raw data and that the data wi]l be used for this
study onIy.
Data Analysis
DaLa for the sLudy was analyzed by using descriptive

statist.ics

to present data in a roanageable f orm. This analysis
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was conducted by usinq a spreadsheet and an analysis software

program. Rubin and Babhie (1997 ) def ine descriptive
as statistical

stat.istics

computations summarizing a set of sample

observations Lo coll-ect large masses of daLa. Quantitative

data

was organized by usingi percentages of responses and mean and mode

of each response.

Tables containing

f req'uency

counts and

percentagres were used to present. the data

Content analysis was utilized

to analyze similarities

and

d.ifferences of responses thaE were provided by the open-ended
ques t j-ons

.
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Chapter V:

RESEARCH FINDINGS

Chapter five reporLs the findings of this study thaL include
1

of patient

) demographic information , 2) characteristics

caseload,

3

) facLors related to discharge planninq, 4) factors

delaying discharge plan,

5

) decision-making,

discharge process, and 7 ) qualitative

data.

6

) evaluat.ion of

Data for the study

are reported in two modes: tables and charts Lhat includ"e
frequencies and percentages analyze findingrs for guantitative
qu.est

ions, and f indings

f

or qualitative

questions are presented

by content analysis with key themes identified.

Vignettes are

also presented to demonstrate experiences that are more specific
and recommendations that social workers have identified
improve both internal

to

and external- processes of discharge

planning.
Six regrional psychiaLric treatment centers were inviLed to
part.icipate

in the study and four out of Lhe six facilities

to part.icipaLe in Lhe survey .

Surveys were mai led to

3

9 social

work personnel between June 23, 2000 and.Iuly 28, 2000.
f

our surveys

o

f

3

T\nrent.y-

9 surveys were returned, resul- L ing in a respons e

rate of 522. One survey was not usable are the results

chose

of the data

f

The followingr findings

rom t.hese surveys.

Demographic Information

Six questions on the survey represenL Lhe demographic data
and are presenLed in Table

1

.0.
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Table 1.0 Social Workers: Demographic Variables
(N=23) ,=
=
=,,,
N
CharacLeristic
Gender
MaI e
Femal e

9

14

Ethnic Background

))

European-American
Mi s s ingr

1

Deg'ree held

Percent

39t
618

96?
4Z

26*
I't *

BSW

5

BA/ BS

4

MSW

9

MA/MS

3

398
138

1

4B

Doc

Lorate

Year of experience with mentally ilI
Less than 1 year
1-3 years
4-6 years
7 -9 years
1 0 years or more

clients
0
0

08

2
1-

98
4Z

20

87%

22

968

1

4%

10

43t

2
0

9B

11

483

OB

Licensed wirh the StaLe
Yes
No

Licensure Level
LSW
LGSW

LT SW

LICSW

0ts

Fourteen respondents were female while all but one respondent had
an ethnicity

of European-American. FifLy-Lwo percent of the

respondents (12 respondents) held Masters deqrees while 43* (10
respondenLs ) held Bachelor degrees

.

Another demogrraphic variable was years of providing direct
services Lo patients with mental il-Iness.
(S7B

Twenty social workers

) had ten or more years of e>q>erience in working' with

mentally ill

patients.

As indicated,

twenty-two respondents were licensed by the
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State of MinnesoLa, although by state law, social workers
employed at. regrional treatment. centers do not need l icensure

because they are working in public facilities.

Eleven

respondents (488) were at the highest level of licensure,
Licensed fndependent Clinical

Social Workers, while

10

respondenLs (438) were at the Licensed Social Work level.

The

level of education ranged f rom a Bachelor's degree to a Mast.er's
degree.

Characteristics

of PatienE Caseload
j-ncluding

This section describes caseload characteristics,
nr:rnber of patients

facility,

on casel-oad, type of paEient commitment. to the

and patient diagnoses on social workers' caseloads.

Tabl-e

2

.0 presents inf ormation on social workers' caseload

sizes by ntunber of patients per social worker.

Table 2.O Dfumber of Patients on Social
Workers' Caseloads (N=23)
40 or over

Er

3l_-40

h6

2l_-3 0

Ed
Aol

LL_20

6 'rl
.=rJ

1_

-10
U

5
Social

Workers

All 23 respondents responded Eo this question
majority

15

10

(N=23 )

.

The

of social workers (52% or 12 respondents) reported

having paLient caseloads between 7t-20 persons.
3'7

Twenty-two

percent of social workers (5 respondents) had caseloads between
1-10 paLients while another 22?. of social workers had caseloads
between 21-3A patient.s
Type of patient

.

commitment per social- workers' caseloads in

regional Lreatment centers is explained in Table 2.7.
TabLe 2.L Patient Caseload. Und.er T14le of Admission
Frequency
fnvolunt.ary ps
11
atr CC
tment
Emergency hold order
4
+
Committed mentally ilI and dangerous
CommiEted chemically dependent
1
)
Voluntary psychiatric commitment
Other
5
N=27 (multiple responses from 23 respondents)

Twenty-three participants

responded to this quesLion.

Percent
41t
158

15t
4Z
7ts

19%

Several

social workers were employed on more than one uniL and Lherefore,
indicated more than one response for this question.
Eleven respondents (418) reporLed that their
patients were under Involunt.ary Psychiatric
respondents

(

19 B )

caseloads of
Commitments. Five

reported patients under ' other ' t14>es of

commitments such as: committed mentally ill/chemically
commitLed repeated sex offenders,

dependent,

and voluntary juvenile court

order.
In relation
illustrates

of caseloads, Table 2.2

Lo characteristics

diagrnoses of patients

per caseload.
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Tab1e 2.2 Patient Diagrrroses of Social Workers, Caseload
Frequency
Schizophrenia
5
Mentally i11/Chemically DependenL
+
Personality disorders
3
Mood Disorders
Dementia/cognitive disorders
1
Anxiety disorders
Mentally iI1/Developmentally disabled
0
Eating disorders
U
N=16 (muItiple responses from 16 respondents)
1

Percent
a1q

J

L-O

24t^

L7Z

t4?
BB

4Z
1B

0t

Respondenls were asked to estimate the percentage of various

diagnoses that described their present caseload23 responses (70%) were useable.

Sixteen of the

Five respondents identified

Schizophrenia as the most corrmon diagnoses of their patienLs.
The second most coilimon diagnoses, Dual diagnoses-mental1y
iII/chemically

dependent, were indicated by four respondents.

Three respondents stated Personality Disorder.
lisLed under 'oLher' incl-ude the

f

ollowing:

d.isord.er, Conduct d,isord.er, and oppositional

The responses

Schizo*affective
Def

ian[ disord.er.

Factors Related to Discharge Planning
How social workers view the discharge planning process is a

vital

part of this study.

planningr with patients,

The social worker's perception of

families,

and other professionals are

explained in this sectionPlanning with Patient
The importance of Lasks that social workers are involved
with in discharging patients
discussed next.

from regional treatment centers is

Tab1e 2.3 displays this data-
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I

Table 2.3 Importance of tasks in disc
Very

Mosts

IErortant

Tasks

(1)

Hot

Least
Iq)ortallt
(6)

Tot al

(2')

Smewhat
I-qrortant
(3)

,L\

N

N

N

5

1

1.

N
2

)

3

4

0
1

73

Ifltr]ortant,

hT

Treat--ment team

Iqrortant

N=2 1

o

3

coI Iaborat ion

({}

I-qrcrtant
(s)

Line
Rank*
60

Counse I ing

1

CorununiEy

l
J

)

3

9

f
J

0

E
J

6

5

3

2

16

1

il

1

2

5

6

81

1

2

3

l-

4

10

9B

1

1

0

0

0

0

1
J

pat ient

Resources

referral
ly
consultation
Social work
Fami

assessmenL
ASSeSS

Financial
roenttrrac

OEher: Consult
with county
CASE
er

*Lower I ne rank n

te g'reaLer overa

rtance.

Respondents were asked to rank the order of imporLance of tasks

in discharge planning from (1) being the most important to (6)
heing the least important.

The final

column displays total

responses calculated for each category, with lowest number
indicative

of highest" importance

-

Twenty-one responses (91%) were useable.

Treatment team

coordination was indicaEed as the overal-I most important task in
discharge planning, with an overall rank of 50. Counselingr with
the patient was ranked second most important with an overall rank
of 62.

ft is imporLant to note that these two ranks are similar

in value.

CommuniLy resource referral-

irnportant with an overall
ranked fifth

in overall

rank of

73

-

was ranked third most

Social work assessment

order of importance, with a rank of 81.

resources ranked sixth in overall
import.ance, with a rank of 98. Under *other', two respondents

Assessment of financial

indicaLed consulting wifh Lhe county case manager as important.
Tab1e

2

-4 represents information regrarding how many days

after an admission is discharqe planning started.
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Table 2.4

In general, discharge plana.ing is started
within how many days after the patient, s
admission to the r:nit?
Frequency
Percent

1--5 days
6-l-0 days
1"1"-15 days
t6-20 days

2L days or

16

708
11q -o
J

3

.I-

OB

U

more

Sum

0

0%

4

1 10-LI13

23

1008

(N=23 )

The qpestion

l/tJas

*'f

asked,

rr general , discharge planning is

started wit.hin how many days af ter the patient.'s admission to the
unit?"

There were twenty-three useable surveys.

this ques tion,

16 respondents

plarrning was started within
admission to the unit.

l-

(7

0B

In response to

) report.ed that discharge

-5 days af ter the paLient

's

Nineteen respondents, (B3t) began

discharge planninEr within 1-l-0 days - There was no discharge
planning that began hetween 1-1 and 20 days of hospi Lal i zation.
However, 4 respondenLs {L7%) began discharge planningr after 2t

days of hospital-ization.
PTanning with FamiTy/Significant

Table

2

Other

-5 provides the freguency of contact that social

workers made with family members of patienLs regarding discharge
planning.
Iab1e 2.5 Frequency of Contact Mado With Family Members
Frequency
None

L-Z times per month
3-4 times per month
5 times per month

The contac t. thaL the

s

oc

(H=23)

Percentage

1

4t

)1

91%

1

na1b

U

08

ial- worker makes wi th f ami ly

4I

members

of patienLs plays an important part in the assessment of patient.s
and in developing discharge p1ans.
Respondents were asked to respond Lo the question,

*t

f rI

general, what is the freguency of contact, that you make with
family members of a patient regarding discharge planning?"
surveys were useable

(N=23 )

.

Twenty-one respondents

(91tb

All

)

indicated t.he frequency of contact with family memhers was I-2
Limes per monthRespondents were asked to rank order t.he importance of

contact, that they made with families and/or significant
a paLient during treatment.

Tahle

2-6

others of

presents this information.

Table 2.6 Importarrce of contact with families andlor
ficant others N=17
sr
llost
i-qrortaut

Task

(1)

(2)

Smewhat
Iqlortaat
(3)

TrnErOrtar,t

TotaI

Least
TEEtortao.t

Line

(11)

Bank*

N

N

N

N

10

3

I

1,

0

4

7

3

3

39

Treatment. team

3

4

5

5

46

Discharge Planning

0

3

ne ConEact

Individual- conLact
with family
meetings

meeti S
*Lower fine

56

rank numbers denote greaEer overa

Responses ranged from mosL important to leasL important.

Seventy-four percent of respondents (n=17) answered this
question.

Ten respondent.s ranked phone contact as the most

important. response, while

f

our respondent.s ranked individual

contact with family and/or signi ficant

others of a patient as

most important.
TabIe 2.7 represents data about whether education provid.ed
by the social worker to patients regardingr illness,
and diagnoses.
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Lreatment,

I provid,e education to f aruilies of patients
about iIlness, treatnenL, and diagmosis (N=23)

Table 2.7

Frequency

Percent

9

39ts

13

c10Jt-o

0

0%

Strongly agree
Agree
Disagiree

Strongly disagree
Undec ided

0

0?

I

4%

Twenty-three respondents answered this question

(N=23 )

.

Thirteen

respondenLs (578) agreed thaL Lhey provide education to families

of patients regarding i1lness,
respondents
f

(3

98

t.reatmenL, and diagnoses . Nine

) stronqly agrreed that they provide education to

amilies of patients regarding il-Iness, treatment, and diagnoses .

Planningr with Other Professionals

NexL, social workers were asked the following question:

How

urell do you believe the treatment team works with you in
discharge planning?
Table

2

Responses are presented in Tab1e 2 .B.

Social Workers I perc€ptions of trow weLl the treatment
team worke with them irr discharge planring (N=23)

.8

Frequency

Percent

Very weJl
Well
Fair

10

43c6

9

39%

3

138

Poor
Not. at aII

1

t-o

Undec

ided

Sum

AA-

0

0?

0

0?

23

10 0ii

All 23 respondents answered this question (n=23) - Overall,
respondents

(82

ts

19

) stated that. the treaLment Leam works wel-l or

very well with them in discharge planningr.
Tahle

2

-g add.resses the following question: How well do you

believe members of your treatment. team understand your role in
discharge planning?

43

Socia1 ltlorkersr perceptsions of treatrnents
rrnderstanding the d,ischarge planaing role

Table 2.9

Frequency

Very Well

tseann

Percentage
43t

10
6

26?,

Fair

5

.).) ot- 1, 7)

Poor

2

9ts

Not at all

U

OB

Unde c ided

0

0%

Wel-1

All respondents answered this qpest.ion
(43%) believed that members of their

(H=2 3 )

(N=23 )

.

Ten respondents

treatment Leam understand

their role very wel-I in discharge planningr.
Table

3-0

represents data on collaboration

effort

between

the social worker and the psychiatrist.

rable

3'

0':::*ir::ffi="f:";i.HffiT":=il;::*:::'
Frequency

Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree

Strongly disagree
Undec

ided

rHi,

1-0

438

11

482

I

9B

0

0ts

0

OB

Respondents were asked to respond to the following

'*There is a collaborative

effort

r

Percent

statement:

between the psychiaLrist

in planning for placement for the patienL. "

There were

and

me

23

responses to this question (N=23) - The majority of respondents
(

91t ) stated that they agreed Lhat there is a col-laboraLive

effort

hetween the psychiatrist

and the social worker in planning

for placement. of the patient.
The following

table (Table 3.1) illusErates

the perceived

cong'ruency of placement reconrmendations by social workers and

county case managiers.
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Table 3.1

In general r hy placement recommend.at,ions f or patients
congruent with the recommendatioas ma.d.e by the
patient's corrnt,y case nranager. (til=23 )
Percent
Frequency
Strongly agree
7
308
ARE

Agree
Disagree

Strongly disagree
Undec ided

14

618

I

9%

U

0%

0

0%

Respondents were asked to respond to Ehe following

sLatement:

"In general, my placement. recommendations for patients are
cong'ruent wiLh recommendations made by the patient's
man.agter - "

Al l respondents answered this ques t ion .

county case
The

ma

j ori ty

of social workers (2L or 91%) agrreed that Cheir placement
recommendations were cong,ruent with recommend.ations made by the

patient's

county case manager.
Factors Delayi

Discharge Plan

The next three questions address patient. characteristics,

placement facilities,

and overall

possible difficulties

encountered by social workers in

reasons that may relate to

discharging patients from reg'ional treaLment centers.
Pa

tient

Characteristrcs

Table 4.0 presents patient

characteristics

most likely

to

delay discharge.
Table 4.0 Social Workers' perceptions of patient characteristics

IIOST ITIKELY tso delay patients from being disctrarged
Ctraractserist,ics
Frequency
Percent
Viol-ent behavi or within the facility
19
30%
419
Noncompliance with medicaLion
L7
Long history of drug abuse
9
t4+
o
Lack of parLicipation in LreaLment. groups
U
13?
Cognitive ImpairmenL
6
9%
Other (flrstory of dangerousness, aggressron)
4
6Z
Poor physical health
2%
1
N=MuItiple responses from 23 respondents
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All 23 respondenLs (n=23) responded to the following
statement:

"Patient characteristics

delay a patient
center - "

f rom

Lhat are most 1ike1y to

being di schargred f rom the regional treatment

Respondents were insLructed to check the

characteristics

of patienLs that corresponded Lo their present

caseload.

respondents indicated more than one response to

Some

this question.
Nineteen respondents (308) reported violent
patients within the facitity

as Ehe most coflrmon characteristic

that would delay patient placement.
indicated patients'

behavior of

Seventeen respondents

noncompliance with medication.

Under the

4 respondents (6%) indicated histories

cat.egory, 'other'

dangrerousness and ag'gress.ion of paLients .

of

Examples listed

f ire setti*g,

careless smoking, noncoropl iance , and sexual

agg'ression.

One respondenE indicated deafness of patients

limited

resolrrces.

AnoEher respondent indicated

motivation for self-care
characteristics

delayed a patient

discharged f rom the regional treat.menL center.
respondenL listed

multiple

backgrounds of patients

were:

wifh

lack of

and t.reatment participation

Lhat most likely

(27%)

as

from being

Another

failed placements and criminal

as characteristics

delaying patients frorn

being discharged from regional treatment centers.
Facil-ity
Table

4

"t presents information about facilities

community that are difficulc

to obtain for patients.
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in the

Table

4.

1 T1ryes of f acilities
trtOST DIFFICT LT to obtain
placement for patients
(social workers N=23)
Freqr:ency

Foster care facility
RuIe 36 facility
Board and care facility
Assisted living facility
State operated apartments
Transfer to other regional treatment center
(not state operated)
Skilled nursing facility
Other (apartments, independent living,
lack of rural and suburban housi.rg)
State operated nursing home
N=23 Multiple responses from 23 respondents

l4
1,2

7
o

6
E

J

4
3

0

One hundred percent of respondenLs (n=23 ) answered the

following statement in the survey;
believe are mosL difficult
patient

"Types of facil-ities

that you

to obtain for the placement of the

in the communiuy." Some respondents indicated more than

one response to this question, resulting

in a total

of

56

responses. Fourteen respondents staEed fost.er care facilities
while LZ respondenLs indicated Rule 35 facilities
facilities
the 'other'

for placement. of paLients -

are difficulL

Three responses fe11 under

categrory and include the f ollowing:

housitg, independent living,

low-income

and lack of rural and. urban housing.

Overaff Reasons
Respondent.s were asked to respond t o the
'*Reasons that you bel ieve are most l ikely
f

or discharge of patients

inLo the

conrmuni

41

s

t.atemert

:

Lo l imi t your planningr
ty - "

See Table

4

.2

.

Table 4.2

Reasons most likely

to J.imit plan-uing for d,ischarge
Frequency

Housing, Awaitabilit

v
Lack of appropriate services available
Lack of placement f aci 1i t.ies
Waiting lists for placement.

in the community

1B

t1
1,6

Patsient Characteristics
Patien[ noL accepting of placement
Pat ient behavior
Patient noncompliance with medicaLions
Limited finances of patient
Pat ient. history of drug abuse

1,'t

l1
t-3
4
4

Other
County residency, Iack of mental ilfness/chemical
dependency CSP (Community Support Program),
transitioning
needs

3

Comnrrnicatiorr

licts amongt L.he patient's family, conservator,
and/or guardian
Inadeguate communication amongr treatment team members
(N=23 ) Mulc rp Ie responses from 23 respondents

Conf

All respondents

(N=23

L

2

) responded to this statement.

responses were clustered by housing availabiliLy,

The

paLient

characterisLics , oLher, and commLrnication. Under the cat.egory
'housingr availability',

Ehe majority

Iack of appropriate services available
the category 'patient

characteristics',

of responses, 18, indicated
in the community. Under
34 responses indicated

patienL not accepting of placement and paLient behavior.

Under

the categrory ' oLher' , three responses indicat ed county residenCy,
lack of mental il-lness/chemical dependency Community Support
Program, and Lransitional
*

communicat.

patient.'s

needs. Under the category

iort' , 2 responses indicat ed conf l ic t s amongr the

family, conservator, and/or gruardian, and 2 responses

indicaLed inadequate cofirmunication among treaLmenL team memhers.
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Decision-Making
Respondents were asked to respond to a series of six

questions about perceptions of how often social workers engage
patients,
planning.

family members, and 1egaI counsel during discharge
See Table

4.3

Table 4 .3 Perceptions of respondents in engaging patient,s during
discharge planning (N=23 )
do you engage th,e
in discharge planniag?

How ofteu

tieut

Not Always
(1)
Sure

Frequently

I U Ld.

Occas

ional Iy

(2)

(3)

Seldom

(4)

Never

Line
Rank*

N

N

hI

N

N

N

0

15

o

0

0

0

When Ehe patient is not capable
of makingr a rational
decision

0

6

5

10

1

1

assuming family members are

1

7

11

3

1

0

1

U

'7

3

a
J

0

1

o

10

1

2

0
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2

o

0

IC

when the patient is capable of

making a rational decision

supportive wi.th the patient,s
chosen placement plan
assuming family members disagree
with the patient,s chosen
placement plan
assum].ng the patient's

1egal

counsel is supportive of the

1

))
EC

paEient's preference to placement
assuming E.he paf ient,s Legal

counsel is not supportive of the

5

3

paLien['s preference to placement
*Lower I ne rank numbers i

A Likert-type

cates greater

overall

importance

scale was util ized with respondents circling

responses that rang'ed from not sure to always.
categlory are cal-culated"

Totals for each

Twenty-three respondents answered the

following: six questions.
Respondents were asked the question,
engrage the patient

"How often do you

during discharge planning when the patient

capabTe of making a rational

-zs

decision?" Fifteen respondents

reported aTways. When respondents were asked, '*How of ten d.o you
engrage t,he paLient during discharge planning when Lhe patient

not capabTe of making a raEional decisj-on,', 10 respondenLs
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ls

indicated occasionaTTy.
NexL, respondents were asked, "How of ten do you engage t,he
patient during discharge planning assumingr family members are
supportive with the patient's

chosen placement plan?"

Eleven

In response to the question,

respondents indicated frequentTy.

during discharge planning

"How often do you engrage the patient

assumingr family members disagree with the patient's

chosen

placement plan, 9 respondents stated always.
When respondents were asked ,

"

How o f ten do you engrage the

during discharge planning, assumingr the pat j-ent's l-egal

patient

preference to placement"

counsel is supportive of the patient's

Simi 1ar1y, B respondents

10 respondents indicaLed always.
f requentTy.

Lastly,

s

,

t.at.ed

the following quest.ion in this series was:

"How often do you engrag'e the patienL during discharge planning

assuming the patient's

patient
aTways

'

legal counsel :s not supportive of the

s pref erence to placement ? "

Eiqrht respondenLs indicat ed

"

Evaluation of Discharqe Process
The percepLions of respondents ahout. the evaluation of

discharge process are described in this section.
represents data regarding accessibility
workers regardingr discharge planning.

Ehe

Tahl-e 5. 0

to assistance for social
Respondents were asked,

"Are you able to access assistance when you encounter problems or
concerns with dischargre planning?

"

Table 5.0 Access to Assistance with Discharge Planning
Frequency
rc5

No

Percent
9Lc6

LL

2

9%
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11,I=23 )

Twenty-t,hree respondents chose to respond (n=23 ) . Twenty-one

respondents (91%) reported that they were able to access
assistance while two respondents believed that they were not, able
to access assistance.
Twenty-one respondents answered the following question, #18:
WhaL t14>es of assistance do you use when encountering

dif f iculties

with discharge planning?

See Tab1e 5.1-.

Tab1e 5.1 Tylles of aseistsance used whea encountering
difficuLt,ies with discb.arge planning
Method of Assistance
Frequency
Consul t w]- Lh peers
19
Consult with supervisor
L2
Other: assistance from county case manager
7
Staf f training/ in-services
=
Missing
1
(N=21) Multiple responses from 21 respondents

Percent
44t
2B%

16%

A

9B

z4

Nineteen respondent.s stated thaL they accessed assistance by
consulting with peers. Twelve respondenLs (25q6) stated consulL
with supervisor.
The number of patients

on a social worker's caseload

may

have an irnpact on work performed during discharge planningr.

Table 5.2 represents information on caseload size of social
workers aL regional treaLment centers.
Table 5.2 Generally speaking, the number of patients on my caseload.
aIlows me to do arr adequate job with dischargre planniug.
(H=23 )
Yes

Frequency

Percent

17

74?

No

5

))9

1

4Z

Undec

ided

Respondents were asked Eo respond to the

"Generally, the number of patients

f

ol lowing

s

tatem€rit

:

on my caseload al lornrs me to do

an adeguate job with discharge planningl. " AlI 23 respondenLs
answered thi s ques t ion -

Severrteen respondents
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(7 4% )

believed

that the number of patienLs on their casel-oad aIl-ows them to
an adeqr:at e j ob wi th di scharge planning .

do

Five respondents

believed that the nurnber of patients on their caseload did not
al low them to do an adeguate j ob with dischargre planning

A Liker[

scale was utilized

.

to determine the confidence level

of respondents when planning for the dischargre of patienLs from
the hospiLal.
f ol-l-owing

Table 5.3 illustrates

statement:

"

dischargre of my patients

I

f

information about. the

eel conf ident. when planningr f or the

inLo the

communi

ty

."

Table 5.3 Confidency Level of Social. Workers
with Disctrarge Planniug (N=23 )
Percent

Frequency

I

4%

18

7B%

3

l_3 3

I

4Z

Always

Frequently
occasional ly
Seldom
Never
Sum

0

0t

23

10 0ts

A11 respondents (n=23) responded to this question.

respondents believed that they frequently
planning

f

or the discharge of patients

feel- confident

into the coflrmllnity

when
-

Data

Qualitative
There were two open-ended

Eighteen

qtues

tions on Ehe survey . These

questions asked respondenLs perceptions about improvements that
could be made with the discharge planning process within regionaltreatment centers.

One question focused on internal

processes

and one qn-testion focused on exLernal processes.

This data will

is presented nexE by using maj or t,hemes and will

be discussed in

the next chapterRespondents were asked to comment on the f ol lowing question
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-'

What do you think can be done internaTTy in your hospital

currentfy
eas-r.

isn't

being done that

cou-Z

that

d make discharge planning: an

er process for you? TwenLy-two respondent.s replied to this

question.

Severa1 cornmon themes have been identif ied in response

to this question.

A cofllmon theme was a concern of respondents

having increased knowledge of community resources for patienLs
with mental illness f ollowingr items
36

:

Examples included Ehe availability

of the

a cent.ral resource of community options (rule

, board and 1odge, and f osLer care facilit.ies

with updated information from residential

)

, materials sent

facilities,

videos of

grroup homes des igrnat ed f or pat ients , updated addresses and phone

numbers of reference materials,

and a designated financial

resource person.
Another emerging theme was the need for increased time to
assist patients with Lransitioning
community facilities.

and pre-placement trips

Several respondents believed t.hat more

persons should be avail-able Lo do site visiLs
placement. facilities

to

with patients,

Lo pot.ential

such as the county case

manager.

AnoLher theme t,hat arose was Lhe need for respondents Lo

have increased support help.
assistance with referrals,
copying information,

Examples of support help included:

which included release signing,

faxingr, and making phone calls.

Respondents al-so f el"t thaL there was too much paper
Some

r,rrork.

quotes included,
.

"Less focus on paperwork and rnore on actual patient
contact - "
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"Ffe cover fiany .bases and need to do a lot

of paper work

in addition to meetingr with patients , heTping them with
a myriad of probTems. "
Several respondents believed that smaller caseloads and
increased team coordinat.ion would make discharEle planning an
easier process.
Respondents were asked to comment ahouL concerns Lhat they

qilrestion:

had about Lhe following

exEerttaTTyr that curren tly

"What do you think can be done

is not being done that couJ.d

drscha rge pTanning easier f or you? "

repl ied to this

s

t.atemenL .

f\aient.y-two respondents

A common theme that was identi f ied

was to increase the number of housing facilities

community. This included residenLial
care facilities,

in the

options such as board and

adult foster care facilities,

particularly

facilities,

make

in rural areas.

and Rule 35

The need for easier

access Lo subsidized housing was also mentioned. One person
responded, "Increase the number of government su,bsidized
apartments (HRA/HUD) as fiany of our patients cart't af ford
apartments . "

Similarly,

was the l-ack of facilities
accommodate difficult

respondent ,

"

of housing

a common theme related to availahility
in the community willing

patients.

The following

to

is a quote from

Increase the num.ber and kjnds of pTacement f or Tong

term mentaTTy i17 who continue to harre resi duai problems . "
relation

a

to facilities

In

working with behavioral issues of

paEients, a respondent wroLe, ".RuJe 36 faci-Ijtres

a-7,so

need to

become more adept at dea-Zing with behavioral pro,bJems and acute

EA
J+

mentaL r-L-l.ness symptofis . "
Respondents indicated a need for increased resources in the

community, including psychiatric

services for patients and

developing more resources that will
patients.

difficult

community facilit.ies

Ehe

meet the needs of more

One respondenL recommended that having

send mailings to regional treatment cenLers

with updates of services that are offered.
Respondents in the st.udy referred

to increasing and

strengtheni-ngr the mobile services in the community. Examples

included increasing the number of aftercare support workers so
patients have support available to help them. OLher responses
relating

Lo this included the need. to begin mobile services

sooner after discharge and to expedite the process of getting
paLients seen by outpatient psychiatrists.
Another theme included increased expectaLions of respond-ents
by county case rnanagers. Respondents staLed that county case
managers could be more involved by having contact that is more

frequent with social workers at regional treatment centers and by
having smal ler caseloads of patients .

Another respondent stat.ed

that county case manag'ers could be more involved with patienLs by
locaLing placements and assisting

them r,,rith pre-placement,

interviews.
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Chapter VI:

DISCUSSION

Chapt.er s ix includes tentat ive answers to Ehe research

questions.

The majority

of the discussion is comprised of

quantitaEive data - An analysis of gualitative
respondents' comments rrill

data of

he presented hy common themes.

The three research questions explored. in this study are:
1

) What are the percepLions of social workers about the process

of discharge planning?
2'l What are the perceptions of psychiatric
possible barriers

social workers of the

Lo discharge planning for patients being

discharged from regional LreaLment centers?
3

) What are the recommendations by social workers for improvingr

the discharge planning process?
Demographic fnformation
The ethnic background of responding social rnrorkers within

this sample of social workers at reqional treatmenL centers

was

European-American (95%). Few conclusions can be drawn

primarily

about Lhe populat.ion as a whole, due to the small sample size of
23 respondents.
A significant

characteristic

of this sLudy is the nrrrnher of

years and education level of social- workers who responded to Lhis
survey.

The majority of respondents (B7%) had 1-0 or more years

work experience with mentally iII

persons, and 56t of social

workers, more than half of Ehe respondenLs, had master's degrees
or higrher

.

Characteristics
The maj ority

of Caseload

of social workers' casel-oads consisted of 7l-24
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patients with most commitments under involunLary psychiatric
commitments. Most. social workers reported that the majority of
patients on their caseloads were diagnosed with Schizophrenia,
followed by Mental fllness/Chemically

Dependent- Seventy percent

of the queqtions were useable pertaining
be representative

to diagnoses and may not

of the total population of paLient diagnoses of

social worker's caseloads

.

Factors ReIaLed to Discharge Planning
The planning process and the social worker's involvement of

patients,

famil-ies, and prof essionals are important areas of

discussion.

This section includes the social worker involvement

with the following:
family/significant

planning wirh patient,

planning with

other, and planning with other professionals.

PTanning with Patient

The f indingrs suggest. that social workers' collaboration

r^rith

the treatment team was the highest ranked task in planning for
discharge of patient.s
consist of disciplines

f

rorn the f acility.

The treatmenL team can

from the followj-ng departments: medical

services, social services, rehabilit.ation

services, and county

case managrement services.
Respondent.s also believed that counseling with paLients was

import.ant. in planning for tfre discharge of paEients.

Social-

workers' perceptions of discharge planning Lasks indicated an
approach and patient

emphasis on both multidisciplinary

involvement.

Less emphasis was placed with the social worker

making community resource referrals,
work assessmenLs, and financial

family consultation,

sociaL

assessments in planning for the
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discharge of patients -

One ex;rlanaLion of this f inding rnay be

found in st,aLe reqr-rirements that. social workers participate

in

treatment team rneeting's and involve patients in their Lreatment
at regional- Lreatment cent.ers.
These f indingrs are also consistent with DeChillo (1993 )

who

indicated the following' variables that increased coll-aboraLion
beLween the worker and the family when planning with patients and

families:

1) mut.ual goals identif ied by the family and worker 2l

assessing patient

and (3) involvingr the family in

functioning,

t.reaLmenE planning.

These findings are also relaLed to the study of Farley

(1994) who indicated that psychiatric
with the interdisciplinary
cooperative.

social workers' involvement

team was both coordinated and

However, social workers indicated that less time

and families because of the

was availabLe to spend with patients

short -term stays of patient.s

(

Farley et al .

1994 )

.

Most social workers (708 ) in this study started discharg'e
plarrningr early, within 1-5 days af ter paLients entered the
hospital - This may be explained by state Iaw, which indicaLes
that social workers must hegin patient discharge planning within
5 days of hospitalization.

Several social workers

(13%)

indicated that planningr was started afLer between 6-10 days of
paLient admission to the hospiLal.

This finding may also be

related to paLients not being emotionally stable for social
workers to begin this process or the unavailability

of family

members to discuss planningT, at the beginning stages of

treaEment.. Seventeen percent. of social workers

5B

hegTan dischargre

planning 2L days or more after patient hospitalization.
fnterestingly,

Do dischargre ptanning was started between 10 and

20 days of hospitalization,
listed

which may be due to the reasons

above. This finding is an area of potential

of furt.her research.

study in need

These f indings relate t.o the research by

Cohen and Tuzman (]-992) , who indicated

admission to a psychiatric

facility,

Lhat following a patient,

early intervention

pat j-ent is important to f ocus on discharge plans.

s

with the

There needs

Eo

be an awareness that the discharge plans may chang'e due to
resource availability,
patient.'s functional

t.ime constraints,

status

and changes in the

.

Tuzman (L992) also discussed that the timing of the

involvement of the pat.ient is important in relation
patient's

to

emotional status, in addiLion to the family's

to understanding the ilIness,

readiness

Ereatment, and diagnoses.

Planning with FamiTy/Significant
The overall

Lhe

Other

nrxnber of times that most resporrdents

conLact with family memhers duringr discharge planning

made

was

approximately L-Z t.imes per month. This rang'e of contact may be
explained by patients not wanting families contacted,
unavailability

of families,

families refusing to be involved with

Lhe treatment of the paLient, or time constraints of social
workers

-

IE was evident that. phone contact rr/as the mosL important
type of conLact that social workers expressed when workingr with
f

amil-ies/signif icant others during treatment. of the patient.

rndividual

contact with families

ranked second most important.
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Attending treatment team meetings ranked third and discharge
planning meetings ranked fourth.
is important to distinguish
workers' individual

fn discussing this finding,

that combined overall,

it

social

contact with families/significanL

others

ranked higher in importance Ehan planningr meetings involving
mu1t.ip1e people.

In addition,

in relation

respondents working with familiesr

to the importance of

respondents believed that

treatmenL Leam coordination and discharge planning meetings were
Iess imporLant tasks with discharge planning.
The importance of individual

contact with families is

simil-ar to Ehe research by DeChillo

(

1993

) who reported

a

posj-tive col-Iaboration between increased contact with socialworkers and families.

Collaboration

increased when Lhe social

worker ident i f ied and def ined mutua1 goals wi th the

f ami

Iy

.

An important function of discharge plarrning is the education
of patienLs and f amilies ahout ilIness,

treaLmenL, and diagrnoses

ft is evident that respondents are involved with this task
working with patients and fami1ies.

The literature

.

when

of Cohen and

Tuzman (1992) supports the importance of education, and concluded

that social workers that provided psycho-education to patients
made their

treatment at the hospital

experience.

a more meaningful

Social workers were involved with goal sett.ing and

educat.ion of patients with cofirmunity resources.
The education of patients and families
study conducted by Farley (1994) .
roles as overal- L short-term,
cognitive

rehabiliration,

is similar to the

Social workers described their

and included tasks of education,

and direct problem-solving techniques.
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Their duties consisted of educating patients as a part of their
work duties,

in addition to cognitive rehabilitation

problem-solving t.echniqrres

and direct.

.

PTanning with Other Professional-s

Overa11, 96* of social workers believed that the treatment
team works with Ehem in discharqe planning.

fn addition,

828 of

social workers believed that the treatment team worked well rnrith
them in discharge planning.

This finding is not consistent with

the findings of Farley (1994), who found conflicts
interdisciplinary
roles.

between

roles due to confusion about social workers'

The study also found Ehat physicians had al-so taken over

some of the tasks of social workers.

The research found that over 90t of respondents agreed that

t.here was a collaborative
psychiatrist
patients.

effort

between them and the

in planningr for the d.ischarge and placement of
This supports the previous findings of other team

members underst.anding Ehe social worker role

-

Over 90ts of respondents believed their recommendations about
patient placement were congruent with the counLy case managters of
patients .
professional

This indicated t.hat collaborat ion with ot.her
staff

in the community was taking place for

evaluatingr the placement need.s of patients.
continuity

of care for the patient., which can assist the hospital

social worker in the planningr process.
(

1-

999

This also displays

Lonigan and Muzekari

) studied hospi ta1 staf f , and reported agreement wi th

communify ment.al healEh center staff

patients.

6L

about the placement of

**Case management act

ivities

should not be conf ined to

concerns affecLing a single agency but shoul-d be system wide
so thaL the case manager-patient relationship
wheLher Lhe individual

t,he hospital or in the

is living'in

community. " (Bachrach , L996 , p. 1076

Factors Delayi

may flourish

)

Dischargre Plan

Patient Characterus Lrcs
OveralI, respondents stated thaL violent
patients was a characteristic

behavior of

that limited patients from being

discharged, followed by patients'

noncompliance with medications.

This f inding is supported by the study of Cohen et aI who found the followingr characteristics

(

1-999 )

,

that limited 408 of

patienLs from being discharged from the hospital:

drug abuse,

homicidal behavior, noncompliance with treatment recornmendations,
noncompl-

iance with medication, and history

The study conducted by Bilsker et al-

similar

which were:

behavior

.

(1998) also reported

findings about patient characteristics

to be hospitalized,
resisting

of violent

that required them

symptomatic, dang'ero1rs,

treatment, and/or needing continued structure.

FaciTity
The t1ryres of faciliuies

in the community that respondenLs

believed were the mosL difficulc
foster care facilities

to obtain in for patients were

and Rule 36 facilities.

Respondents

indicaLed a need to have more hcusing services available to
patients who have behavioral issues and acute mental illness
symptoms. The following
unavailability

gaps were also reporLed, such as

of residential

faciliLies

o/,

and waiting lisEs for

patients Lo obtain subsidy apartments in the community.
Respondent,s referred

to patients not ahle to afford market rental

rate that resulLed in the need to rely on subsidized housing.
addition,
facilities

fn

respondents reconrmended that. subsidized housinEr
should be more accessibl-e for pat.ients, which would

make the planning process more time efficient

consistent with Fernandes et aI.

- This finding is

(1gBB) who studied barriers

to

discharg'e for patients and found one of the obstacles that
limited

the discharge of patients was no appropriat.e outside

(19.4%\ facility
.The lack of housing facilities

study of Bilsker et dl.,

in t.he community exLends

(1998) which studied patient,s

discharges, which were delayed due to Lhis factor.
patients were most likely

in need of residential

were placed on waiting lists
fac Lors

t.he

These

placement and

for placement, in addition to oEher

.

OveralT Reasons
The highest ranked reasons respondents l-isted that limited
t.he discharge planning of patients were 1) lack of appropriat.e

services availabl-e in Lhe
facilities,

coflrmuni

ty, 2\ lack of placement

3) patients not accepting placemenL, and 4) patients

behavior.

These reasons may also he associaLed with housing

facilities

refusing to Lake paLients.

This finding is consistent

with f indings of Fernandes et al . (l-998 ) who reported an obstacle
to discharge was patient refusal of discharge (18.4%)
Because of patients

-

refusing'placement that are recernmended

Lo them, social workers need Lo continue to implement the
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housing options for patients,

discharge plan and find alternative
which can prolong hospitalization.
Dec

The findings indicate

i s ion*Making

Lhat overall,

respondents perceived

themselves as placing value on involving patients,
sigrnificant

families,

others, and lega1 counsel in dischargre planning.

Overall, respondents report.ed that they engaged patients
more ofLen with discharge planning who were capable of making

rational

decisions than t,hose who were not capable of makingr
There was dispariUy beLween these two

rat.ional decisions -

The findings

comparisons of the perceptions of respondents.

suggest that respondents may be consulting more often with
conservators, gruardians, oE f amily members f or planning with
patients who are not capable of making rational- decisions.
Most respondents perceived themselves as engaging paEients
with their chosen discharge plan more often when family

members

were supportive of t.he dischargre p1an. Respondents eng'aged
paLients with their discharete plan less often when family
chosen placement plan-

opposed the patient's

members

There was a high

Ieve1 of congiruency in comparison of these two f indings.

The

findingrs indicate that respondents perceived the involvement of
the patient's

support system as imporLant in the decision making

process, an integral

part of discharge planning.

with engaging families

Tasks involved

in the decision-making process may include

the followingl: assessment, goal setting', community resource
planningi, placement decisions,
counseling with Lhe family-

and emoLional and educaLional
This findingr is not consistent with
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Chung, e L aI . (1995 ) , who report.ed thaL clients were not fully
j-nvolved with their plan of Lreatment during their hospiEal stay.

As a result,

patients dropped out of treatment ear1y.

In general , respondents engiaged patients in discharge
planning when the patient, s 1egral counsel was both supportive and
not supporEive of the patient's

preference to placement.

In

comparison of these Lwo percept.ions of social workers, Lhere was

a higrh level of congrruency, indicated by a similar rank score.
Respondents perceived the support. system of patients as important

by involving conservators, guardians, and power of attorneys in
the planning process.

The results

of this research indicates

that respond.ent s appear Lo be participating
on behalf of patients,

in an advocacy ro1e

who are not able Lo make competent

decisions for themselves.
Eval-uation of the Di scharge Process
Ninety-one percent of respondents indicated the ability

Lo

access assistance from others when problems were encountered
during discharge planning.

Of those respondents who accessed

assistance, the most common tlpe of contacL was consul-taEion wiLh
peers, indicaLed by 44* of respondents .

Few respondents

indicated cont.act. with a supervisor, which e><presses some concern
as to why Lhis form of assistance is not utilized

more often.

This may be due to time constraints,

with

relationship

supervisor, personal- style of resolving problems, or pressure to
resolve issues without supervisors-

In relation

respondents perceived themselves as overall

to this,

feeling confident

when planning for t.he discharg,e of paLients from regional
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treatment centers and into the community- This may be correlated
with the higrh number of years working with patients wit.h mental
illness

and assistance available

to respondents.

Respondents agreed that the nr-rnher of paEient s on their

caseloads allowed them to do an adequate job of discharge
planning.

This may be correlaEed with respondents' high

confidence leve1 with discharge planning, education IeveI, and

1-0

or more years of work experience in the menEal health fie1d.
.Respondents' Comments

Perceptions of respondenLs varied regarding r^rhat can be done
internally

vui

rhin regional Lreatment centers Lo help improve

dischargre planning.

The f ollowing themes were identif ied:

1)

increased knowledge of cofitmunity resources 2l increased treatment
team coordinaEion and Eeam members having more knowledge of

discharge planning,
rncrnagrers

3

) increased involvement of county case

, and 4 ) the need f or more of f ice support assistance

-

RespondenLs reported Lhe need to have more information

available

to ttrem about. coflrmunity resources for hospiEalized

patients with menLa1 illness.
social workers to collaboratively

This may indicaEe Lhe need for
work together, to identify

how

information abouE resource options could be more accessible
within facilit,ies.
In relation

to county case management services, respondents

reported that services could be increased; with more active
involvement of county case managers with afEer care plans of
patienEs.

This may assist in-patient

social workers hy

l- )

workingr closer together with the planningr for the placement of
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patienLs sooner, and 2) lessening the duration of patient
hospital

stays of paLients.

Respondents perceived a need for increased time to assist

patients with tours of residential

facilities

-

Some respondents

recommended that county case managers assist with this

task,

rarhich would also allow social workers more Eime to complete their

duties within their

setting.

Another factor identified

by respondents was the need for

increased support he1p. This included assistance with completing
paperwork, usingr office

machines, and makingr phone cal1s.

AssisLirnce in this area woul-d provide more time for respondents
to focus on patient contacL and treatment

-

Respondents expressed several external recommendations that

can assist. with the discharge planning process.

Respondents

expressed concern about the need for more residential
in the community for patients.

facilities

Examples of' these included:

subsidized aparLments (HRA/HUD), expand adulL foster care
facilities,

exparrd st.ate operated services-board and lodge

facilities,

and license more Rule 36 facilities.

to be financial- limitations
housing f aciliLies,
a higrh prioriLy
planning.

There appears

of patients seekingr residential

however, respondents did not indicaEe t.his as

a task when assisting

This f inding is similar

aI . (1995), rarhose results

patients with discharge

to the f indingrs of Chungr et

indicated tha[ the financial

status of

patients was not a factor urith patients terminating treatmenL
earIy.
Respondents also requested that staff

r11
ol

aE residential

facilities

should be more accustomed to working with, and

accepting patients with behavioral difficulties
symptoms. In-service

training

prog'ralns that can educaLe staf f

about how to work more effecEively
illness

and difficuft

and acute

i,viCh patients

behaviors, parLicularly

with implementing

and monitoring treatmenE p1ans, should be criteria

workinq in residential

that have mental

for persons

facilities.

Respondents expressed. a need. for patient.s that are

discharged into the communiLy to have increased resources and
mobil-e services.

Examples of Lhis included increased af Lercare

workers, county case managiers increasing the freguency of contacL
with patients,

and more psychiaEric services.
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Chapter VII:

IMPLICATION OF FINDINGS

Chapter seven discusses the limitations
implicat ions

f

of the study,

or social work pract.ice, and implicaLions

f

or

future research,
LimitaLions of the Study
Several factors limited
The researcher had difficulty

the external va1idity

to the study.

obtaining consents from several

regional treatment centers to participate

in the study. Social

workers at four regrional treatment centers chose to part.icipate
in the study.
respondents.
participate

The sample size consisted of 39 potential

This was lessened to 23 respondents who chose
in the study.

Lo

Due to the sma11 sample size, the

conclusions of the study cannot be represenLative of Lhe tot.al
population of social workers employed aE regional treatment
centers

.

This cross-sectional,

exploratory study involved the

perceptions of social workers at regional treatment centers
one point in time .

AI though the ins igrhts that social workers

provided for this study are over a period of time, Lhe study
conducted at one point. in time, during their work careers -

poses questions as to the causality
st,udy, particularly
planningr.

of the relationships

was

This

in the

the variables associated with discharge

A longitudinal

increased insight

aE

study would provide the researcher wich

into t.he work activif ies, trends, and

perceptions abouL discharge planning over an extended period of
time.
The study did not identify

diagnoses with facilities
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that

were most difficult

for the placement of patients.

This

information may have provided. the researcher with more specific
housing needs for patients
needs

that relate to their mental health

.

Another limitation

of the survey was the inability

measure more specifically

discharge planningr.

the attitudes

to

of respondents about

Survey research in the form of

questionnaire was chosen due to time constraints.

a

A survey

interview may have conveyed more in depth opinions and vieurs in

a

wid.er conLext - Although the survey was able to provid.e both
qualitative

and quantitative

it was somewhat. di f f icul-t
specifically

f

data on specific

or the researcher to determine

what respondents actually
rmp l- i caL i

The results

items of interest,

ons f or

Soc i

of the findings

thought-

al Work Frac t i ce

indicate that the process of

discharge planningr needs to conLinue to be evaluated by social
workers at regional treatment centers
Internal

-

ImpJications

The importance and need for social workers to start
discharge planning within 1-5 days of admission Lo the unit is
1ega1 requirement, and inteqral

patients.

to the planning and treatment of

Closer monitoring of this process is recofilmended

Lo

determine reasons why social workers are noL startingr this
process wirhin this period.
result

a

Earlier

planning wich patients can

in conlacLs t.haL are more expedienL with county case

managrers, and l-ess delays in planning f or housing opLions f or

patients.
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A

j or part of discharge planning is social- workers having

ma

knowledgre of current reference materials

resources.
particularly

related Lo community

The current resource materials available,
housingr options,

reg-ional t.reatment center.

should be identified

within each

Arrangements f or community facilities

to send updated materials t.o regional treatment centers on an
ongoing basis would be helpful
having current material-s.
available

to both staff

in assisting

social workers in

A resource center is recommended to be

and patients

on site at regional

treaLment cenEers.
The assessmenL and development of behavior modification

programs for patients with behavioral issues at regional
treatmenL centers is important in order to decrease violent
behavior -

This needs to be evaluated more closely, parLi-cular1y

when dischargres cannot take place because of patients'

behavior.

violent

The study found three overall reasons Lhat ranked

highest in paEients noL being discharged.

They were: 1) lack of

appropriate services avai lah1e in the coflimunity, 2) lack of
placement facilities,

3) patient refusing placement, 4) patient

behavior within facilitySocial work supervisors at regional treatment cenLers are
encouraged to share the findingrs of the study with individual
soc

ial work department.s , wi Lhin regrional treatment centers .

identified

The

needs of discharge planning and recommended changes

may offer

social workers input to make this process easier.

addition,

Lhe medical direct.ors of each regrional treatment center

wj-ll be given a copy of the findings and will

1L

be encouraged

In

Lo

share the findings and recommendatj-ons of the study with their
col- l-eagues

-

ExternaL lmpTications
Effective

strategies

need to be implemented Lo educate

pol icymakers of the grreat demand of housing f acilities

f

or

patients with mental il-lness in the cofirmunity, particularly
foster care facilities,
living

Rule 36 facilities,

and independent

Increased housing and fewer waitingr l-ists for

apartments.

housing in the conuounity would aIlow for shorter hospital stays
for patients,
corlmunity-

and al1ow patients

to receive treatment within the

It would also allow for decreased expendit.ures at

regrional LreaLment centers , which rl'iould a1Iow money to be
utilized

in different

areas.

It is evident Lhat increased

funding needs Lo be appropriated to community mental hea1trh
residential

Lo assist those in Lhe planning and

facilities,

development of services.
The day-to-day programming acLivities

implemenLed by staff

aL both regional treatment centers and residential

facilities

should cont.inue to focus on patients with behavioral needs.
Staff employed at residential
r,rrork

more specifically

illness

should be trained

facilities

wiCh paEients that have acute menLal

symptoms and behavioral problems.

to happen, difficult
availability
them. Clinics

patients

of in-paLient

If this training

were

could be accepted, allowing more

hospital

beds for patients who need

thaI provide psychiatric

medical hospitals,

t.o

services to patients,

and day prog'rams may have fewer patients to

treat with acute symptoms wirh patient behavior being managed-

12

Pat

ient.s who otherwi se may be hospi talized

or acute symptoms

f

could receive treatment in a less structured environment within
the community.
ImplicaLions for Future Research
Implicat.ions f or

f

urther research involve

us

ing a larger

sample sj-ze of social workers so t.hat findings can be generalized

to an increased number of regiional treatment centers and
psychiatric

hospital-s .

Selecting

ies Lhat vary in

f acilit

geographic areas may allow for more diversity.
could be conducted individually

at each regional treatment

Thi s would provide more direct

cent.er .

Further research

and speci f ic inf ormaLion

about social workers' perceptions of discharge planning.
Research identifying

the perceptions of other treatment team

memhers, patient.s, and f amilies with discharge planning would be

helpful

f

or social workers .

Recommended

perceptions of patients and families
constraints

areas to be st.udied are:

of the involvement of staff,

faced with discharge planning, and insights to

improvingr discharge planning.

Survey interviews with suhjects

would provide rnore in-depth informaEion for t.he researcher.
In Ehis study, the overall

reasons that limited planning for

discharge by social workers was lack of appropriate services in
thre communiLy lack of placement facilities,

accepting of placement , and patient

s

patients not

' behav j-or .

Further research

needs to idenLify how social workers respond to these

constraints,

boLh aL the patient

of regional treatment centers.

1eveI and within the gruidelines
This would assist social workers

in the treatment of patients and in the problem solving process.
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OveralI, the study identified

that respondents agreed that

the treatment team understood their role in the discharge
planning process.

However, respondenLs perceived a need for

increased involvement by count.y case manaqers .

Further study

could ident.i fy how social workers and county case manaqers
perceive their rol-es and dut ies col laboratively,
of discharge of patients,
transition

in the planning

wiLh ideas on how to improve the

of the patient from the regional treaLment center to

the community.
Extending this study to other populations of social workers
in medical and psychiatric

hospital

settingrs, nursing

setEings, or home care settings may be helpful
1) similarities,

home

in undersEanding:

dif ferences, and trends with dischargre planning

2l the social worker's ro1e, 3) interdisciplinary

team

involvemenL, and 4l the extent that patients and families are
involved with the decision-makinqr process.
In surrmaryr the groal of this study was to identify

fact.ors

that influence Lhe discharge planningr process, with
recommendaLions to improve discharge planningr for social workers.

The study identified

both internal

and external factors that

influenced the planning decisions that social- workers encounter
during dischargre planning.
It is evident that. social workers r,'rork well with Lreatment
teams, and that their role during discharge planning is
understood hy treatment Eeam members. Collaboration with the
treatment t.eam and counsel ing with paLient s were bel ieved to be
important tasks for social workers duringr Lhe planning process.
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There are several reasons that social workers perceived as
obsEacles that limited discharge planning-

These were: Iack of

appropriate services available in the community, patient
characteristics

of violent

behavior within Lhe facility,

noncompliance with medicat ions .

thaL were mosL difficult
facilities,

Facilities

and

within t.he community

to obtain for patient.s were foster care

followed by Rule 36 facilities.

t5
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APPENDD( A

CONSENT FORM
Perceptions of Social Workers Concerning Possible Gaps in
Discharge Planning at Regional Treatment Centers

IRB # 164, 200fr-31-2
Kathy Goblirsch is conducting this study for her master's thesis that is a part of her work for a
Master's in Social Work degree at Augsburg College, Minneapolis, MN. Dr. Clarice Staff,
Assistant Professor at Augsburg College is the thesis advisor and is the co-investigator in this
study. I am a MSW intern at the Anoka Regional Treatment Center. We ask that you read this
form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to participate or not participate in the
study.
The subject is invited to be a participant in a research study concerning the perceptions of social
workers of the possible gaps relating to the discharge of patients with severe and persistent
mental illness at regional treatment centers and recomrnendations to improve this process. The
subject was selected as a possible participant because you currently are employed as a social
worker at a regional treatment center in Minnesota, work on an in-patient rehabilitation unit
within the facility, and work directly with discharging patients. Subjects are informed in the
cover letter that the study has been approved by the internal review board at the facility where
the respondent is currently employed, the Minnesota Department of Human Services, and
Augsburg College.

Background Information :
The purpose of this study is to determine the perceptions of social workers of the possible
barriers relating to the discharge of patients with mental illness from psychiatric hospitals and
their recorrunendations to improve this process. The importance of discharge planning with
persons with mental illness has been underscored in relation to linking them to community
settings. As the focus of inpatient psychiatric care shifts from an emphasis on a more rapid
recovery from acute symptoms to less costly treatment interventions, the role of discharge
planning has become more critical.
Procedures:
Social workers were selected as subjects in this study because of their current employment at a
regional treatment center in Minnesota and because they work directly with discharge planning
on in-patient rehabilitation units within the regional treatment center. Random sampling was
used to obtain your name as a professional at a regional treatment center in Minnesota. The
institutional review board at the regional treatment center will need to give consent to participate
before this writer can send questionnaires to respondents at regional treatment centers invited to
participate in the study by the primary investigator. The name of the respondent has been
provided to the primary investigator by the Human Resources Department of the facility where
he or she presently works. It will be up to each Human Resource Department of each facility
whether to have the questionnaire, cover letter, and post card mailed to the respondent's work or
home address.

If subjects agree to participate in this study, he or she will be requested to do the following:
First, complete a 20-30 minute questionnaire answering questions about demographic
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information, factors related to discharge planning with patients with severe and persistent mental
illness, decision making of social workers related to discharge planning, and evaluation of your
work with discharge planning of patients from a regional treatment center at your present
position.
Instructions for completing the questionnaire are given on the questionnaire. The questionnaire
has also been pre-tested by two social work supervisors.

If the respondent consents to participate in the study he or she is instructed on the questionnaire
to have it completed and mailed to the primary investigator in the enclosed, stamped, selfaddressed envelope within two weeks of receipt of the letter. The researcher will notify the
subject in the cover letter that a campus mailbox at Augsburg College has been assigned to the
primary investigator by the Institutional Review Board at Augsburg College, Minneapolis, MN,
for the questionnaires to be returned to. These items are explained in the cover letter.

A stamped, self-addressed post card is also enclosed for respondents to mail separately from the
questionnaire to the primary investigator if the respondent chooses to participate in the study and
requests a surunary of the results. The primary investigator has instructed the respondent in the
cover letter that a surnmary of the results of the study will be mailed to the respondent upon
completion of the study.
Prior to administering the survey, the primary investigator will write a letter to the medical
director of each regional treatment center, inviting respondents of each regional treatment center
to participate in the study. The letter will indicate that the internal review board of the regional
treatment center has given this writer consent to have respondents of that particular regional
treatment center to be invited to participate in the study. A summary of the results will be mailed
to the medical director of the participating regional treatment center giving approval for his or
her facility to have respondents participate. Respondents of the regional treatment center will
also be notified of the medical director of his or her facility receiving a copy of the results of the
study who are invited to participate and consent to having respondents of the facility participate
in the study. This is indicated in the cover letter.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
A risk factor affecting subjects in completing the questionnaires may be uncomfortable feelings
with answering questions as it relates to their current practice as a social worker at the regional
treatment center where the subject is employed. To minimize this risk, subjects are instructed on
the questionnaire that if they feel uncomfortable in completing any of the items, they have the
option of skipping them and still remain in the study.
There are no direct benefits to you from your participation in this research study. The indirect
benefit will be obtaining increased knowledge to the field of social work on identifying possible
difficulties in discharge planning patients and recommendations to improve more timely and
appropriate transitions for patients to cornrnunity settings. Identification of these factors will
help social workers improve the discharge planning process and increase the knowledge of health
care professionals. It may also result in systemic improvements in the discharge process.

Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept private. No iCentifying information will be used in the
report. Only aggregate data will be reported. Information will only be released if you say we can
release the information. [n any written reports or publications, you will not be identified or
identifiable. Research records will be kept in a locked file in an office at the home of the primary
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investigator. Only the primary investigator and the co-investigator, my Thesis Advisor, Dr.
Clarice Staff, will have access to the records. Raw data will be destroyed by August 31, 2000 by
the primary investigator by the use of a paper shredder. Subjects are informed in the consent
letter to not write his or her name, the name of your employer, or any other identifying
information on the enclosed questionnaire or any materials.

Voluntary Nature of the Study:
The decision of the subject to participate is voluntary. tf the subject chooses to not participate in
this research study he or she is instructed in the cover letter to disregard the cover letter and all
other enclosed information.
The subject may refuse to answer questions on the questionnaire that he or she does not want to
complete and participate in the remainder of the questionnaire. This is indicated in both the
questionnaire and cover letter.
The decision for subjects of whether or not to participate will not affect present or future
relationships with their present ernployer or Augsburg College. [f the subject decides to
participate, he or she is free to discontinue participation at any time without affecting those
relationships. This is indicated in the cover letter.

Contacts and Questions:
The researchers conducting this study are Kathy Goblirsch, MSW student and Dr. Clarice Staff,
Thesis Advisor. You may ask any questions you have now. If you have questions later, you may
contact Kathy Goblirsch at work (612) 993-6106 or by writing at: Augsburg College,
Department of Social Work ,2211 Riverside Avenue, Minneapolis, MN 55454. Dr. Clarice Staff
may be contacted by telephone at (612) 330-1374 or in writing at the following address:
Augsburg College, Department of Social Work, 22IL Riverside Avenue, Minneapolis, MN
55454.

Statement of Consent:

I have read the above information. I have asked questions and received answers. I agree to
participate in this study. Please keep a copy of this form for your records.
The completion and return of the questionnaire will indicate consent to participate in the research
study. It will also conclude the role of the subject in the study.
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APPENDD( B
IRB #164,2000-3'1-2
Dear Social Worker:

I am a graduate student in the Master of Social Work program at Augsburg College and am
lnterested in studying discharge planning in the field of menta.l health. This study is being
conducted by me as part of my master's thesis at Augsburg College, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Dr. Clarice Staff, Assistant Professor at Augsburg College is the thesis advisor and is the coinvestigator in this study. Please read this form and ask any question.s that you may have before
agreeing to participate or not participate in the study.
You are invited to participate in a research study concerning the perceptions of social workers of
the possible gaps relating to the discharge of patients with severe and persistent mental illness
from regional treatment centers and social workers' recommendations to improve this process.
The purpose of this study is to determine perceptions of social workers of the possible barriers
relating to discharge planning at regional treatment centers and their recorrunendations on how to
improve this process. The internal review board at the facility where you are presently employed,
the Minnesota Department of Human Services, and Augsburg College have approved the study.
Very little research has been done in this area, so your response is impoftant in contributing to the
success of this sfudy. If you agree to participate in this study, please take 20 to 30 minutes to
complete the enclosed questionnaire and mail it to the primary investigator, at the campus
mailbox assigned to me by the Institutional Review Board at Augsburg College. Please return it
in the enclosed stamped, self-addressed envelope within two weeks o[ receipt of this letter. Your

timely response is requested.
You were selected as a participant in this study because you are employed as a social worker at a
regional treatment center in Minnesota and work directly with patients and discharge planning on
an in-patient rehabilitation unit within a regional treatment center. Random sampling was used to
obtain your name as a social worker at a regional treatment center in Minnesota. The institutional
review board at your regional treatment center has given approval for this writer to conduct this
study at your place of employment. Your name has been provided to the primary investigator by
the Human Resource Department of the facility where you presently work. It has been decided
that the primary investigator mail the questionnaire, cover letter, and post card to your work
address. The researcher has been given consent by the internal review board at the regional
treatment center where you are employed to use your name for this study.

If you

agree to be in this sfudy, we would ask you to do the following things. First, complete the
enclosed questionnaire answering questions about demographic information, factors relating to
discharge planning with patients who have severe and persistent mental illness, decision making
of social workers related to discharge planning, and evaluation of your work with discharge
planning of patients from regional treatment centers at your present position. Instructions for the
completion of the questionnaire are given on the questionnaire.

A stamped, self-addressed post card is enclosed for you to mail to the primary investigator if you
agree to participate in the study and request a surnmary of the results. The primary investigator
will then mail you the summary of the results of the study upon completion of the study. Before
administering the survey, the primary investigator has invited the medical director of each
regional treatment center by a letter to invite respondents of the facility to participate in the study.
The internal review board at the regional treatment center where you are presently employed has
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given the primary investigator consent to invite you to participate in this study. The medical
director at your place of employment will have a surrunary of the results mailed to him or her.

A risk factor affecting subjects in completing the questionnaire may be uncomfortable feelings
with answering questions as it relates to their current practice as a social worker at the regional
treatment center where you are employed. To minimize this risk, you are instructed on the
questionnaire that if you feel uncomfortable in completing any of the items that you have the
option of skipping them.
There are no direct benefits to you from your parlicipation in this research study. The indirect
benefit will be obtaining increased knowledge to the field of social work on identifying possible
difficulties in discharge planning with patients with recommendations to improve more timely
and appropriate transitions for patients to community settings. Identification of these factors will
help social workers improve the discharge planning process and increase the knowledge of health
care professionals" It may also result in systemic improvements in the discharge process.

Confidentiality will be maintained in several ways. No identifying information will be used in
the report. Only aggregate data will be reported. [n any written reports or publications, you will
not be identified in the study. Information will only be released if you say we can release the
information. The research records for this study will be kept private in a locked file in the office
of the home of the primary investigator. Only the primary investigator and the co-investigator,
my Thesis Advisor, Dr. Clarice Staff, will have access to the records. Raw data will be destroyed
by 05/05/01 by the primary investigator by the use of a paper shredder. Do not write your name,
the name of your employer, or any other identifying information on the enclosed questionnaire or
any materials"

Your participation is voluntary and your decision to be part of the study or not to be part of the
study will not affect your relationship with your present employer, other regional treatment
centers in Minnesota, or Augsburg College. H you decide to participate, you are free to
discontinue participation t any time without affecting those relationships. If you choose to not
participate in this research study, please disregard this letter and the other enclosed information.
You my refuse to answer questions that you do not want to complete, and participate in the
remainder of the questionnaire.
The researchers conducting this study are Kathy Goblirsch and Clarice Staff. You may ask any
questions you have now. If you have questions later, you may contact Kathy at her work
telephone number that is (612) 993-6106 or by writing at 221 1 Riverside Avenue, Minneapolis,
MN 55454. My Thesis Advisor, Clarice Staff, can be contacted by her work telephone number
which is (612) 330- I374 or by writing at: Augsburg College, Department of Social Work, 22lI
Riverside Avenue, Minneapolis, MN 55454.

I have read the above information. I have asked questions and received answers. I agree to
participate in this study. Please keep a copy of this form for your records.
The completion and return of the questionnaire will indicate your consent to participate in this
research study. It will also conclude your role in the study.
Sincerely,

Kathy Goblirsch
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APPEI{DD( C
PERCEPTIONS OF SOCIAL WORKERS CONCERNTNC POSSTBLE GAPS
IN THE DISCHARGE PLANNTNG PROCESS
IRB # 161, 2000-37-2
Thank you, in advance, for your consent to participate in this research study. Your experiences
and opinions are very important in the completion of this questionnaire. Your input will develop
further knowledge in social work practice by identifying the discharge planning practices and
recorrrmendations to improve this process.

Directions: The responses you provide should accurately describe your current work experience
in discharge planning of patients. If you do not feel comfortable answering a question or
questions, please skip the question you do not wish to answer, precede on to the next question
and participate in the remainder of the survey and remain in the study. The completion of this
survey will take approximately 20 to 30 minutes. Return your questionnaire in the enclosed,
stamped, self-addressed envelope by July 28, 2000.
Please do not write your name, the name of your current employer, or any other
identifying information on this questionnaire or any materials.

Part I. Chafacteristics of Caseload

l.

What type of unit or units do you presently work on?
Check all that apply.

_Admissions

unit

_Psychosocial-Rehabil itation Unit

_Geriatric

Psychosocial Rehabilitation Unit

Behavior Therapy Unit
Illness-Chemical Dependency
_Other,
-Dialectalplease specify

-Mental
2. How

many patients do you have on your current caseload?

_1-10
_11-20
_21-30
_31-40
40 or over

3. [n general,

most of the patients on my caseload are under what type of admission?
Emergency hold order

_Voluntary psych iatric commitment
_Involuntary psychiatric commitment
_Committed mentally ill and dangerous
_Committed chemically dependent
Please explain.

-Other.
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4. Estimate the percentage of the following diagnoses that describes your patient caseload

Mood disorders

_Schizophrenia

_Anxiety

Disorders

_Dementia and other cognitive
_Personality Disorders

disorders

_Eating Disorders
_Dual Diagnoses-mentally ilUchemically dependent
_Dual Diagnoses-mentally ill/developmentally disabled
_Other psychiatric diagnoses. Expl Aln
Part II. Factors Related to Discharge Planning

l.

Rank order the importance of contact that you make with families andlor significant others
of a patient while treatment is going on.

#l=Most important and #S=Least important

_Phone

contact

contact with famrly and/or significant others of patient
Treatment team meetings
_Discharge
-Individual planning meetings
_Other, please explain

Z. I provide education to families of patients regarding illness, treatment, and diagnoses.

_Strongly

agree

Asree
a

_Disagree
_Strongly

disagree
Undecided

3. Overall, how well do you believe the treatment team works with you in discharge
planning?

_Very well
_Well
_Fair
_Poor
_Not at all
Undecided
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4. How well do you believe members of your treatment

team understand your role

in discharge planning?

_Very
_Well

well

_Poor
-Fair
_Not at all
_Undecided
5. There is a collaborative effort between the psychiatrist and me in planning for placement
for the patient.

_Strongly agree
--Agree
_Disagree
_Strongly disagree
_Undecided

6.

Rank order the importance of each task in assisting a patient with discharge planning.

#1= Most important and #6= Least important

_Completing initial social work assessment
_Coltaboration with treatment team members
_Counseling patient

_Referral

to corrununity resources

_Consulting with the family
_Assessing financial resources

_Other:
7.

Explain

In general, my placement recommendations for patients are congment with recommendations
made by the patient's county case manager.

_Strongly

Agree

_Agree

_Disagree
_Strongly Disagree
Undecided

8. [n general,

discharge planning is started within how many days after the patient's admission

to the unit?

_1-5

days
daYs

days

-6-10
16-20 days
-11-15
_21 days or more
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9. ln general, what is the frequency of contact that you make with family

members of a patient

regarding discharge planning?

_l-2 times per month
-Nonetimes per month
_3-4
_5 times or more per month
10. Check the following patient characteristic(s) that are MOST likely to delay a patient from
being discharged from the regional treatment center.

_Cognitive

impairment

_Noncompliance with medication

_Violent

behavior within the facility
history of drug abuse
_Poor physical health
-Long of pamicipation in treatment groups
_Other, please specify

-Lack

I

l.

Check the following reasons that you believe is most likely to limit your planning
for discharge of patients into the community.

_Patient not accepting placement
_Patient behavior
_Limited finances of patient
_Patient noncompliance with medications
_Patient history of drug abuse
among the patient's family, conservator, and./or guardian
_Inadequate communication among treatment team members
-Conflicts
of appropriate services available in the community
of placement facilities
-Lack
_Waiting lists for placement

-Lack
_Other,

Please specify

12. Check the following types of facilities that you believe is the most

for the placement of the patient in the community?

_Skilled nursing facility (not state operated)
_State operated nursing home
_Rule 36 facility
_Foster

_Board

care facility
and care facility

_Assisted Living facility
_Transfer to other regional treatment

center

operated apartments
_Other, please specify

-State
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difficult to obtain

Part

III.

Depisipn iUakine

In this section, please circle a response that best reflects your perception of
the following question:
How often do you engage the patient during discharge planning:

l.

when the patient is capable of mal,iing a rational decision.

Not sure

Never Seldorn Occasionally Frequently

Always

2. when the patient is not capable of making a rational decision.

Not

3.

sure Never Seldom Occasionally Frequently

sure Never Seldom Occasionally Frequently

Always

assuming the patient's legal counsel is supportive of the patient's preference to placement.

Not sure

6.

Always

assuming family members disagree with the patient's chosen placement plan.

Not

5.

Frequently Always

assuming family members are supportive with the patient's chosen placement plan.
Irlot

4.

sure Never Seldom Occasionally

Never Seldom Occasionally F'requently

Always

assuming the patient's legal counsel is not supportive of the patient's preference to

placement.

Not sure

Never Seldom Occasionally Frequently

Always

Part IV. Evaluation

L

Are you able to access assistance when you encounter problems or concerns
with discharge planning?

_Yes
If you answered

yes, complete question 18.

-No
If you answered no, continue to question 2.
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lB. What types of assistance do you

use?

Check all that apply.

_S

taff training/i n services
_Consult with peers
_Consult with supervisor
Please describe.

-Other,
2.. Generally, the number of patients on my caseload allows me to do an adequate
job with discharge planning.
Yes
Undecided

-No

3. I feel conflident

when planning for the discharge of my patients into the community.

Never Seldom Occasionally Frequently

Always

Please comment on the following questions.

4. What do you think can be done internally in your hospital

that currently isn't being done that

could make discharge planning an easier process for you?

5. What do you think can be done externally that currently isn't being
discharge planning easier for you?
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done that could make

Part V. Demographic Information
1. What is your gender?

_Female

_Male
2.

What is your job title at the regional treatment center?

3. Are you licensed

as a social worker

in the State of Minnesota?

_Yes
-No
If you
answered
lf

yes, please complete question 38.
you answered no, please continue to question number 4.

38.

What is your level of licensure?

_LSW
_LGSW
_LISW
_Other: Explain
-LICSW
4.

What is your highest education level achieved?

_BSW
_BA/BS Please identify degree

_MSW
_MA/I\4S

Please identify degree

_Other, Please explain
-Doctorate
5. What are the total number of years you have been employed
providing direct services to patients with mental illness?
_less than I year

l-3

vears
years
-9 years

_4-6
_7

l0 years 0r more

6.

How do you identify your ethnic background?
_African American
_American Indian/I.lati ve American

_Asian*American

_Bi-racial
_European-American
_Hispanic-American

_Other

Please specify
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